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February 10,1976

From the Editor
This issue is both smaller and larger. By making it
smaller we were able to make it larger and include the
insert of the Wesleyan-Anabaptist dialogue. The additional cost of publishing this issue was underwritten by a
grant from the Publication Board. Additional copies of
the insert are available.
These papers were presented at Messiah College's
Brethren in Christ Pastors' Day (1974). Those responsible
for planning the program chose an interesting approach.
Instead of having the resource persons present the positions which each would himself have held, he was asked to
present and evaluate the other position. It was a fresh and
interesting approach.
Four Brethren in Christ men were asked to respond to
the two principal papers (The editor has an advantage. He
has made two presentations — see editorial.)
The insert is printed on heavier paper than that usually
used for the VISITOR. It is anticipated that the insert can
be removed and used for study and discussion. A prayer
meeting or a Sunday evening could be devoted to such a
discussion.
There is a tendency to see terms such as Wesleyan and
Anabaptist as keeping us from going back to the Bible. It
is possible and, as well, a very present danger to substitute
theology for the Scriptures and tradition for reality. This,
however, need not be the case. Theology can be an avenue
to biblical truth and tradition can provide insights which
have grown out of experience.
None of us come to the Bible with pure objectivity regardless of the desire to do so. The Brethren in Christ have
believed that the Wesleyan-Anabaptist perspective permits
a wholeness and a depth to Christian truth that is faithful
to the Scriptures, to human experience, and to God's

General Conference Information
The January 25 issue of the Evangelical Visitor had
information on facilities, meals, and lodging available
at Azusa Pacific College for the General Conference of
1976. That information will not be repeated. If you plan
to attend the conference, you will find it helpful to keep
all issues of the EV from January 25 through June 10
at hand for ready reference.
It is now definite that the General Conference will
convene for its first business session on Saturday,
July 3, at 3:30 p.m. Conference members should
arrive in ample time before that hour to register. The
conference will conclude by noon on July 8.
A four-page form with detailed information will be
inserted in the February 25 issue of the Evangelical
Visitor. Everyone attending the Conference, including
California people, will need to fill in that form.
For additional information, contact the Convention
Director, Paul Hostetler, Grantham, PA 17027. Office
phone: 7 1 7 - 7 6 6 - 2 5 1 1 , Ext. 362. Home phone:
717-766-2621.
Many Brethren in Christ families have had long
range plans to attend this 1976 Conference. Many
others will soon make up their minds to travel west in
this bicentennial year of our country. Why not join
those who will be involved in this great family experience.
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revelation in Christ. This theological synthesis has become for the Brethren in Christ the doctrinal foundation
for Christian faith and the pattern for Christian living.
We should not accept any man-made theological structure uncritically. Indeed, each generation needs to make
the faith of previous generations its own. It does this, not
by tearing down and beginning all over, but by evaluating
and testing and discerning that which it has inherited. This
dialogue insert is published in interest of such an approach to Christian truth — in the interest of making our
inheritance our own.
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TEN YEARS OLD
Bert Sider
Superintendent, Nicaragua Mission

H o w WOULD you start a church
in a new country? Can you imagine
trying to have a worship service without help in leading hymns, with no one
to read the Scripture or "pass the hat"
for the offering? Can you feel the
nagging doubts as the hour for the
worship service approaches and no one
has yet arrived?
But then, praise the Lord, the first
faces enter the circle of light cast by
the Coleman lantern, and one realizes
the word has gotten around town and
people are interested . . . or curious.
The service goes well — people
enjoyed the film and the children relished the little gifts. Acquaintances
were made and there are ones who will
want to help with the service next
week. As time goes on, others will
learn the choruses and hymns, and will
be able to help with them also.
As time progresses, one sees that
God has been very good. Some of the
first people contacted accept Christ as
Lord and Savior. Events confirm the
initial decision — the area chosen is
almost devoid of evangelical witness
and the people are responsive to the
Gospel.
*

*

*

The Brethren in Christ witness in
Nicaragua is ten years old. Compared
to some of the church's mission fields,
that's hardly a major achievement.
But it does provide a good point for
glancing back over our short history,
for evaluating the present, and for
projecting some future goals.
Following the closing of missionary
effort in Cuba, a study was made of a
number of Central American countries, seeking to discover the Lord's
will for a continued Latin American
ministry. The visit of several brethren
to Latin America in May of 1964 led
to General Conference's decision to
send staff to Nicaragua. Howard and
Pearl Wolgemuth were assigned to the
field in 1964, arriving in Managua in
January of 1965. They began looking
for promising locations for ministry,
both in the city and in the surrounding towns and villages.
In February, services were begun in
a private home in the town of Esquipulas, about seven miles south of

The writer is the Superintendent of the
Nicaragua Mission of the Brethren in Christ
Church.

Managua. At first a religious or cultural film was shown on a Friday or
Saturday evening — this approach
continued for over twenty months.
Meanwhile, beginning in May of 1965,
a Sunday school was opened in the
same home, with sixteen present for
the first session. The attendance grew
so that at the end of the first year, the
attendance had topped 180. In February of 1966 a ministry was developed
in Schick, in the southeast outskirts of
Managua, again starting as a patio
Sunday school.
By the end of five years of ministry,
there were two groups meeting in
patios of private homes and one congregation with a church building. The
patio ministries matured into fullfledged congregations, so that at the
end of ten years, there were three
church buildings and two newer patio
works. In the months following our
tenth anniversary, the fourth church
building was dedicated and several
new areas approved for concentrated
church-building efforts. Thus today,
there are four patio churches and four
congregations with church buildings.
Both the number of persons accepting

The D e c e m b e r 1972 e a r t h q u a k e which
devastated greater Managua did relatively
modest structural damage to Brethren in Christ
buildings. Church members and missionaries
alike had their courage and confidence in God
tested, both by the quake and the reconstruction
which followed.

Christ as Savior and the number of
persons joining the church have been
increasing.
These increases show growth and
maturity, but they could be deceiving
indicators. Some mission groups in
Latin America use only missionaries
as pastors, with each missionary
having three or four preaching points.
If the missionary leaves for any
reason, the work of the church invariably dies. The other extreme seen
in Latin America is conducting a
month-long evangelistic campaign at
one place, at the close of which one of
the newly-converted persons is designated as pastor. Numerical growth
can be dramatic in this method, but a
to page four

Two clinics minister to the needs of people in areas where there is little medical care available. The
primary focus is on preventive medicine, although curative health care is also given. With the cooperation of the Baptist Hospital, many needs are met that would otherwise go untreated.
Presently the Nicaraguan congregations are beginning to develop social concerns programs in their
various local communities. Gradually they are becoming aware of specific community needs, developing
ideas to meet those needs, and forming committees and training people to implement the gospel as it
affects these specific areas.
3

TEN YEARS OLD
from page three

one-month-old Christian has difficulty
feeding the flock, so that the new congregation often flounders.
We are trying a "middle path,"
training good Christian men while
they are in their home congregation.
When they have learned the basics of
Christianity and show promise of pastoral capabilities, they are assigned to
a church as pastor. We attempt then to
continue to supply assistance and ongoing training.
At the end of the first five years, one
Nicaraguan was taking Bible training, preparing for the pastorate. At the
end of ten years, there are two ordained pastors and two solid Christian leaders working with other congregations, one of whom will be ordained soon to the ministry. Several
additional men are showing pastoral
capabilities.
We are thankful for these gifts of
leadership emerging in the young Nicaraguan church. Now we are seeking
to discover the right timing for turning a congregation over totally to local
leadership. If the mission waits too
long, there is the tendency for the
church to become dependent on outside help, losing their momentum and
desire to do the work themselves. But
if the responsibilities are turned over
too quickly, the leadership can be
overwhelmed by the new load of work
and by the problems which inevitably
come up.

Providing of church buildings is a
major task which is a cooperative
effort of the Board for Missions and
the Brethren in Christ Church in
Nicaragua. A plot of ground costs
approximately $2,000 to $3,000 and
the church building an additional
$3,000 to $4,000.
Up to this time, the Board for
Missions has purchased the plots on
which the churches could be built,
and the Nicaraguan congregations
have participated in the erecting of
church buildings, both by sacrificial
offerings and by donated labor.
In these capital expenditures, we
believe the church in North America wants to share with the Nicaraguan church as true "brethren in
Christ," yet challenge them to an
ever-increasing participation as
more church buildings are provided
for developing congregations.
—J. Earl Musser
Director of Missions Overseas

Where Will We Be on Our Twentieth?

The mission has a number of shortterm goals — a yearly conference involving all the congregations, more indepth training for both laity and pastors, and activities such as Bible quizzing. But the more crucial question is,
what are our long-range goals?
We are asking ourselves the
questions, "Is it too much to pray and
work for 20 congregations and 400
members by the end of ten more
years? Can we contemplate extending
the witness beyond the greater
Managua area into new parts of the
Republic of Nicaragua?"
Some might say that this is unrealistic, that we would be seriously
overextending ourselves. But we feel
these goals are obtainable goals. They
would involve the launching and subsequent growth of three congregations every two years. The goals are
based on the Lord's continued blessing and direction in opening up to us
new areas which would be receptive to
the Gospel. We would need the continued strong prayer support from the
Canadian, American and Nicaraguan
churches. The staffing adequate for
such an expanding ministry would be
indispensable, and financial assistance
for new buildings would be required.
Experiencing the power of God
among us in an often-overwhelming
way allows us to project these goals
with sincerity. At times, profound

MISSIONARY ROSTER—
Nicaragua
Howard and Pearl Wolgemuth — I a n .
1965 to Sept. 1970
Walter and Lynda Kelly — Dec. 1969
to Oct. 1974
Charles and Cara Musser — Dec.
1970 to present
Bert and Marian Sider — Dec. 1972 to
present
Glen and W a n d a Heise (VS) — Dec.
1973 to present

amazement engulfs us as we watch
God at work, moving among the
churches here, bringing into being
three new points of ministry in the past
year alone, energizing and utilizing
pastors and laymembers who are just
new Christians but who are filled with
His Spirit.
Pray therefore for Nicaragua.
Remember the young Christians, the
new church-board members, the
young pastors, and the missionaries.
Pray that the harvest will continue to
be great, and that those already walking with the Lord will become some of
the effective laborers helping to bring
in that harvest.

During Easter 1973, the various congregations came together for a time of fellowship and
worship. Such celebrations are eagerly welcomed by the church, helping the different congregations to know each other better.
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of the
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE

November 11, 1974

A Wesleyan-Anabaptist Dialogue
Martin H. Schrag
M ESSIAH COLLEGE ever seeks to be a part of and contribute to the vitality of the Brethren
in Christ Church. One means toward that end has been the sponsoring of a Brethren in Christ
Pastors' Day at Messiah College (one in 1973 and one in 1974). On that day the pastors and their
wives are the guests of the College and in the sessions share with one another concerns and visions
regarding Messiah College.
Such a setting is also an excellent opportunity to look at the biblically based Brethren in
Christ heritage. On November 11th, 1974 (the College sponsored "A Wesleyan-Anabaptist
Dialogue on the Nature of the Christian Life." as part of the Pastors' Day emphasis. The aim was
to see what the two movements, at their beginnings had in common and at what points they were
divergent. The point was not to examine some man-made distinctives but the dialogue was based
on the assumptions (1) that our biblical understanding of the faith was mediated to us, in part,
through the Anabaptist and Wesleyan developments and (2) that we want to maintain, more fully
understand, and more creatively live those aspects of the two traditions that are biblical. The hope
was that the Holy Spirit would guide us toward brotherhood and understanding. A firm knowledge of the past is basic to a creative future.
When we get beyond the labels, the prejudices, and the accretions we find the two movements had much more in common than we often assume. At the same time we need to analyze the
divergencies for they also may be biblical.
The approach was to have a Wesleyan scholar evaluate Anabaptism and an Anabaptist
scholar evaluate John Wesley. After the two papers were read, four brethren responded to the two
papers and made their distinctive contributions.
The program shaped up as follows:
"A Wesleyan Scholar Evaluates Anabaptism," a paper read by Dr. Fred D. Layman;
"An Anabaptist Scholar Evaluates John Wesley," a paper by Dr. C. J. Dyck. The four
brethren respondents: Rev. Luke Reefer, Jr., Bishop R. Donald Shafer, Rev. John E.
Zercher and Dr. C. O. Wittlinger.
The following guidelines were set for the dialogue. The participants were to consider the two
movements only in their first years, Wesleyanism to the death of John Wesley (1703-1791) and
Anabaptism from 1525-1565. The movements were to be studied in their first flower. Secondly,
the papers were to focus on only one aspect of the Christian faith, namely the nature of the holy
life or the way of discipleship. That life, as understood in the two movements, could be developed
both individually and corporately.
The first paper to be printed will be the one delivered by Dr. Layman and it will be followed
by the paper of Dr. Dyck. The four brethren's responses will then follow. It is our hope the papers
will be informative, enriching, and a means of God speaking to us.
We are deeply grateful to the Evangelical Visitor for volunteering to print the papers as an
insert in the Evangelical Visitor.
Dr. Martin H. Schrag is Chairman, Department of Religion and Philosophy, and Professor of History of
Christianity at Messiah College.

A supplement to the Evangelical

Visitor, February 10,1976

A Wesleyan Scholar
Evaluates Anabaptism
Dr. Fred D. Layman
w E HAVE gathered this morning to assess the relationship between the Anabaptist and the Wesleyan traditions
on the holy life. The discussion in the following pages does
not attempt to trace lines of continuity in other areas of
thought within these two traditions but limits its scope to
themes related to the life of Christian holiness. As a Wesleyan, I have attempted to isolate and to examine those
emphases in Anabaptist belief and practice which have
parallels in the followers of Wesley, seeking to point out
comparisons and contrasts where, in my opinion, they
exist. Since the second paper of the morning will be given
largely to a treatment of John Wesley, my paper deals for
the most part with the Anabaptists as viewed through the
eyes of one trained in the Wesleyan tradition, and treats
Wesley only incidentally for comparative purposes.
But my discussion is limited even further. Our concern
today is with the earliest treatment of the theme of the holy
life among the Anabaptists of the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, and by John Wesley in the eighteenth century. We are interested, therefore, in looking
back beyond the later expressions of the doctrine of Christian holiness as these developed in the spiritual descendants of the Anabaptists and of Wesley, in an attempt to
see and understand the beginnings of this line of thought
and way of life among the founders of our two traditions.
The present study considers the Anabaptist tradition on
the holy life during the first century of its history following 1525. There is general agreement among the historians that a shift of emphasis is discernible among the
various Anabaptist bodies in the period following theclose
of the Thirty Years War (1648), and probably even by
1600, whereby the original emphasis on concrete, radical
discipleship in the world was to a considerable extent reshaped, subjectivised, and internalized after the pattern of
continental Pietism. Our attention will thus be given to
the Anabaptists of the period from roughly 1525 to 1625,
bordered on the one side by the baptism of George Blaurock by Conrad Grebel in the home of Felix Manz in
Zurich on January 21, 1525, and bordered on the other
side by the opening years of the Thirty Years War (16181648).
One further limitation is carried out in the following
discussions. The study does not attempt to consider the
entire Anabaptist movement of the sixteenth and early
1

Dr. Fred D. Layman is currently Professor of Biblical Theology at
Asbury Theological Seminary. He is an ordained elder in the
Evangelical Methodist Church, having served in several pastorates.
He did his college work at Asbury College, his seminary work at
Asbury Theological Seminary and Princeton Theological Seminary.
He taught at Friends University, Wichita, Ks. and earned his Ph.D.
from the University of Iowa. He has contributed to denominational
and religious periodicals.

seventeenth centuries in all its varieties, but considers only
that tradition which George H. Williams has designated as
the "Evangelical Anabaptists," particularly as represented by Conrad Grebel, Jacob Hutter, Pilgram Marpeck and Menno Simons, and as taking denominational
form in the Swiss Brethren, the Hutterites and the Mennonites. This limitation is observed not only for the sake of
time, but also because this has been the only Anabaptist
tradition to survive into the modern era and is the tradition out of which your church has emerged.
2

Discipleship and the Christian Life

The controlling idea defining the holy life among the
early Anabaptists was that of Nachfolge Christi — discipleship to Christ. Robert Friedmann has pointed out
that the biblical perspective from which one starts can
often make a difference in the understanding of the nature
of the Christian life. If Paul is made the point of departure, the tendency is to become primarily concerned
with the problem of personal sin and to perceive salvation
in terms of the offer of free grace — as in Luther —or in
terms of internal, subjective experience —as in Pietism.
But if the point of departure is the four Gospels, then the
requirement of discipleship becomes paramount and the
objective realization of the kingdom of God becomes the
central focus of Christian life. The early Anabaptists
opted for the latter alternative. Discipleship involved for
them a commission to concrete acts of love and suffering in
the footsteps of Jesus, for the sake of the kingdom of God
in the earth. Love and the Cross were perceived to be the
two dimensions of discipleship. Love found expression in
the practice of brotherly fellowship and self-giving within
the church, and in the renunciation of the use of force in
the world. The Cross stood for the suffering which results
from the clash with the unbelieving world, and for self-renunciation in the service of God. Friedmann, I think, overstates the case, but his contrast between the vision of
Christian life and discipleship among the early Anabaptists and the Pietists is instructive for us:
3

4

"Anabaptism was essentially a movement which insisted
upon an earnest and uncompromising endeavor to live a
life of a true discipleship of Christ, that is to give expression in fellowship and love to the deepest Christian faith,
with full readiness to suffer in conflict, with the evil world
order. . . . Pietism in the larger sense is a quite conventicle-Christianity which is primarily concerned with the
inner experience of salvation and only secondarily with the
expression of love toward the brotherhood, and not at all in
a radical world transformation. . . . A decisive element in
Pietism seems to be the creation of quiet groups for the
practice of piety which were not intended to take up conflict with the world. This also assumed the belief in the possibility of a holy life, of the new birth, which could be lived
within the framework of the middle-class life of the time.

7

Among the Anabaptists 'the Cross' was consciously the
leader in life's destiny and signified practical opposition
against the evil world, whereas in Pietism 'the Cross' was
more a symbol of an emotional experience such as is suggested by the 'sweet Savior' of Zinzendorf (susser
Heiland). The pietist ceased to place the emphasis upon the
outer life which was in any case unsatisfactory, but rather
upon the pure inner perfecting of holiness, on the possession of Christ in prayer, song, sacrament, and fellowship.
In brief, his purpose was edification, enjoying or 'tasting'
of salvation which had already been achieved. . . . It ultimately meant for the Pietist, apparently, the gradual disappearance of that concrete Christianity which had been
the goal of the original Anabaptists, and the substitution
for it of an emotional Christianity which no longer caused
the authorities of state or church any trouble."'

For the Anabaptists then, Christian life focused not so
much on the inward experience of God's grace, but on the
outward application of that grace to all human conduct
and human relationships. Regeneration, sanctification and
love were not primarily matters of intellect, of doctrine, of
internal subjective experience, but a transformation of the
individual which lead, in turn, to the actualization of the
new society in the brotherhood community where all
human life was to be fashioned after the teaching and example of Christ. The whole of life was to be brought under
the lordship of Christ in a covenant of discipleship.
Following Christ in discipleship meant on the one
hand, the rejection of all historical structures and institutions which compromised the pure gospel of Christ. This
immediately brought the Anabaptists into tension with the
State and the Church as these two institutions existed in
the sixteenth century. Though they generally cooperated
with the existing legal systems and recognized the necessity of instruments of social control to restrain evil in the
world, they refused to participate in the political offices of
the State because such belonged to the fallen human order,
were grounded in the use of force, and were outside of the
perfection of Christ. Likewise, they rejected the existing
churches of Christendom which they regarded as having
become inextricably bound up with the fallen culture and
thus as representing the latest phase of that conformist
Christendom which began with Constantine. The consequences of such radical discipleship have been indicated
by J. Lawrence Burkholder:
6

"Their conception of the church as a gathered body of the
redeemed, their way of love and nonresistance, their rejection of responsibility for the social and political order,
their separatistic depreciation of the forces of cultural synthesis, their pure Biblicism, and their general disregard for
the claims of historical continuity made the clash with the
culturally entrenched traditions of the Reformation inevitable."
7

But following Christ in discipleship involved much more
than mere negation of the existing political and ecclesiastical orders. Negation was but the reverse side of a larger
imperative — the establishing of the new order, the kingdom of God. The new order would be brought in only as
believers were faithful to the Great Commission and went
about in the earth, following in the footsteps of Jesus, witnessing and suffering. This was not to be the task of a professional class of Christians but was the responsibility of
all believers. The claims of the natural order — marriage,
family, vocation — were subordinated to the missionary
task. Thus the Anabaptists went about from village to village, into the highways and hedges of sixteenth-century
Europe, following the first-century pattern of Jesus and
His disciples in Palestine. This motif has been observed by
George Williams in his statement that:
8

"The Anabaptist in publicly espousing his faith was a
martyr in the triple sense of one who testifies, who is prepared to die for his testimony, and who is impelled to proclaim his faith in itinerant evangelism on his martyr pilgrimage from some Germanic Jordan to the Jerusalem
that is above."
8

John Wesley did not respond so radically to the institutions of Church and State as the Anabaptists had. He was
a nominal Tory in politics and believed that governments
are established by God for the good of men and are to be
obeyed. Wesley was not uncritical of the rulers of his time,
but he disclaimed any special expertise in political
knowledge. His personal preference was for a form of
limited monarchy rather than for republican or democratic
forms of government. But as a citizen he participated in
the political structures as they existed in eighteenthcentury England.® Likewise, to the end of his life he
proclaimed his adherence to the Church of England; he
lived and died as an ordained Anglican priest. He had no
intention of breaking with the mother church to form a
separate denomination; rather he wanted only to form
spiritual societies within the church in hope of bringing
about renewal and reform within the larger body.
Wesley, then, attempted to affirm both the existing
Church and State structures in England. But he was not
blind to the deficiencies of both institutions and spoke out
against these from the perspective of the gospel. This got
him into particular difficulty with church authorities and
parish priests. The preaching of the evangelical doctrines
of repentance, regeneration, and scriptural holiness was a
scandal and a reproach to the church members of his day
and pulpit after pulpit was closed to him so that Wesley
became an ecclesiastical outcast. A. Skevington Wood
speaks of this period of transition in Wesley's ministry:
10

"Between his conversion in May, 1738 and the launching
of the mission proper in April, 1739, the pulpits of London were rapidly closing on him. Being excluded from the
churches, he was driven into the fields. Henceforth his was
to be a predominantly extra-mural ministry.. . . From this
day forward [April 2, 1739], Wesley's was to be the ministry of an itinerant evangelist, operating mainly out of
doors, though also in hired buildings, and only occasionally in churches until the later years.""

On Monday, April 2, 1739, Wesley preached his first
sermon in an open field near Bristol to a congregation
numbering around three thousand people. His text was
Isaiah 61:1-2:
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because He hath
anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor. He hath sent
me to heal the brokenhearted; to preach deliverance to the
captives, and recovery of sight to the blind; to set at liberty
them that are bruised, to proclaim the acceptable year of
the Lord."

The text was prophetic of the rest of his ministry. For fifty
years he pursued the "vagabond life" of the itinerant
preacher, traveling two hundred and fifty thousand miles
in England, Ireland and on the continent, averaging just
under twenty miles a day, seven days a week, using every
possible means of transportation, delivering about forty
thousand sermons and writing two hundred and thirty-one
books.
Thus, though Wesley took a less radical attitude toward the established church than the Anabaptists had
taken, his relationship to the church was nearly as strained
as was theirs, with the result that he pursued a form of
ministry much like theirs and preached a gospel the content of which had great affinity with that of the sixteenthcentury radicals.
12

Discipieship and Regeneration
For the Anabaptists, discipieship began with regeneration.13 Their doctrine of the new birth was stated over
against all claims made particularly by the Protestant
Reformers — that the Christian life is begun as a result of
eternal predestination or by infant baptism. Williams
observes that:
"In contrast to the three major expressions of the
Magisterial Reformation, the proponents of the Radical
Reformation, for the most part, rejected the doctrine of
absolute predestination and the doctrine of an invisible
church, and took seriously the ordering of their churches,
conventicles, or fellowships of regenerate
saints on the
principle of voluntary association."14
The Anabaptists claimed that infant baptism was a postNew Testament institution with no apostolic foundation.
Menno Simons found the Reformers confusing and contradictory on the matter of infant baptism, and his own
study of the Scriptures led him to the conclusion that the
rite had no biblical basis. He raised the objection:
"Therefore, beware, for the symbolism of baptism is to
bury sin, and to rise with Christ in a new life, things which
can by no means be said of infants. . . . Is it not lamentable that men attempt with these plain passages to support their idolatrous and invented baptism of infants,
asserting that infants are regenerated in baptism, as if regeneration were simply a matter of immersing in water.
Oh, no! Regeneration is not such an hypocrisy but it is an
inward change which converts a man by the power of God
through faith from evil to good, from carnality to spirituality, from unrighteousness to righteousness, out of
Adam unto Christ. This is a matter which can in no wise
take place with infants, for the regenerated live by the
power of the new life; they crucify the flesh with its evil
lusts; they put off the old Adam with his deeds; they avoid
every appearance of evil;
they are taught, ruled, and driven
by the Holy Ghost."ls
Not only did the Anabaptists break with the Reformers
on predestination and infant baptism, they also felt that
the doctrine of justification was incomplete as taught by
the Reformation leaders. On the doctrine of sola scriptura there was complete agreement between the Anabaptists and the Reformers. The disagreement came on the
second pillar of Reformation theology, that of sola fide,
salvation by faith alone. The Anabaptist emphasis on the
individual regeneration of every believer, followed by a life
of personal holiness, led the Reformers to charge them
with pursuing works — righteousness and as claiming sinless perfection, both of which charges were repudiated repeatedly by the Anabaptists.16 The Anabaptists, in turn,
accused the Reformers, especially Luther and Zwingli, of
an understanding of salvation which stopped with the juridical dimension of justification without including the experiential dimension of regeneration and holy living. They
insisted, with the Epistle of James, that solafideism unaccompanied by good works is not true New Testament
faith, and that forensic justification which merely imputes
righteousness to the believer, treating him "as if" he were
righteous without transforming him and making him
actually righteous, is a distorted conception of salvation.
This led inevitably to an erroneous understanding of the
nature of the church. As Harold Bender has indicated:
"There is abundant evidence that although the original
goal sought by Luther and Zwingli was 'an earnest Christianity' for all, the actual outcome was far less, for the level
of Christian living among the Protestant population was
frequently lower than it had been before under Catholicism. . . . Both reformers decided that it was better to in-

clude the masses within the fold of the church than to form
a fellowship of true Christians only. Both certainly expected the preaching of the Word and the ministration of
the sacraments to bear fruit in an earnest Christian life, at
least among some, but they reckoned with a permamently
large and indifferent mass. In taking this course, said the
Anabaptists, the Reformers surrendered their original purpose, and abandoned the divine intention.""
The Anabaptists thus set out to achieve the original vision
of the Reformers by organizing a church composed solely
of regenerate believers.
The baptismal theology of the Anabaptists centered in
the death-resurrection language found in the sixth chapter
of Paul's Epistle to the Romans. As early as the Swiss
Schleitheim Confession of 1527 it was affirmed that:
"Baptism shall be given to all those who have been taught
repentance and change of life, who believe in truth that
their sins have been taken away by Jesus Christ, and . . .
who desire to walk in the resurrection of Jesus Christ and
desire to be buried with Him in death so that they may be
resurrected with Him, and who in such an understanding
request and call for baptism of their own accord."18
This theme is stressed again and again in the writings of
the sixteenth-century Anabaptists. On the one hand, it was
emphasized that baptism and regeneration involve a radical death to all that belongs to the old life of sin and the
flesh. On the other hand, there was an insistence that baptism and regeneration involve a resurrection to newness of
life, a life in the Spirit characterized by righteousness. The
dynamic agent of this life is the Holy Spirit and its primary manifestation is in the form of creative love.
Throughout this kind of thinking and preaching and
living there was a presupposition that the promise of the
gospel includes victory in the struggle with sin. Coupled
with this presupposition was a rejection of the Lutheran
principle of simul Justus et peccator, that the man of faith
is simultaneously justified while remaining in the bondage
of sin. Regeneration involved the breaking of the shackles
and setting the prisoner free.
John Wesley's theology of baptism is somewhat ambiguous growing out of the fact that he does not give much
space to the subject in his writings, and, further, what he
does say seems contradictory at points." Both evangelical
and sacramentalist interpreters of Wesley have found basis
for their conclusions in his writings. On the one hand he
seems to adopt the Anglican view of baptismal regeneration. In 1756 he wrote A Treatise on Baptism1'' in which he
affirmed baptismal regeneration of both infants and adults
and referred to baptism as the means of washing away the
guilt of original sin, the means of justification and of
regeneration. Other brief passages in his sermons and
notes may also be cited in which baptism and the new birth
are regarded as concomitant and as bound up with each
other.21
On the other hand, the majority of passages in Wesley's
writings contradict the Anglican identification of regeneration and baptism. For instance, in his sermon on the New
Birth he distinguishes between the two emphatically, insisting that they don't always go together. He even attempts to make a case that this is the view held by the
Anglican Church.22 But Wesley's emphasis is upon the
separateness of baptism and regeneration while the Anglican emphasis is on unity of the two. Both are united in one
act. Here Wesley moved beyond the teaching of the Anglican church on the matter of baptismal regeneration.
With regard to infant baptism Wesley simply acquiesces
in the teaching of the Anglican Church.

"Baptism is the outward sign of this inward grace, which is
supposed by our church to be given with and through that
sign to all infants, and to those of riper years, if they repent
and believe the gospel.""

William Cannon remarks in this connection:
" I t must be understood, it seems to me, that Wesley's
acceptance of the efficacy of infant baptism is just an acceptance, and nothing more. He affirms it as a teaching of
the church. Nowhere does he stress it as a fundamental
tenet of his own doctrine; and though he repeats his

father's arguments for it in his Treatise on Baptism, he

gives it no emphasis in his preaching and refuses to accept
it as the sign of true f a i t h . " "

Lycurgus M . Starkey adds:
" W e must also recognize that Aldersgate changed Wesley's doctrinal and preaching emphases from baptism to
conversion or the new birth. Much of the inadequacy and
confusion in Wesley's writing on this subject thereafter is
due to his attempt to harmonize this new emphasis with the
baptismal doctrine of his Church." 2 5

For Wesley the important thing was not the rite of baptism but the reality to which it pointed. If baptism was accompanied by works of righteousness and evidences of new
life, then well and good. But if the baptized still manifested the marks of the old life, their baptism was of no
avail. They yet needed the new birth. Thus, again, without
making the radical break with the established church that
the earlier Anabaptists had made with the churches of
their time, Wesley, it seems to me, for all practical purposes and in the essentials, ended up at the same place they
did on the matter of baptism and regeneration.
Wesley's conception of regeneration itself corresponds
even more closely to that of the Anabaptists. His dissatisfaction with the Reformers in this regard was the same as
theirs. Concerning the Reformation he wrote:
" A n d what is the condition of the Reformed Churches? It
is certain that they were reformed in their opinions, as well
as their modes of worship. But is not this all? Were either
their tempers or lives reformed? Not at all. Indeed many of
the Reformers themselves complained that 'the Reformation was not carried far enough.' But what did they mean?
. . . You ought vehemently to have insisted on an entire
change of men's tempers and lives; on their showing they
had the 'mind that was in Christ,' by 'walking as he also
walked.'""

Wesley defined regeneration by saying:
" I t is that great change which God works in the soul, when
he brings it into life; when he raises it from the death of sin
to the life of righteousness. It is the change wrought in the
whole soul by the Almighty Spirit of God, when it is
'created anew in Christ Jesus'; when it is 'renewed after the
image of God in righteousness and true holiness'; when the
love of the world is changed into the love of God; pride into
humility; passion into meekness; hatred, envy, malice, into
sincere, tender, disinterested love for all m a n k i n d . " "

For Wesley, regeneration also brought about a radical
change in the believer's life with reference to sin. In his
sermon on the "Spirit of Bondage and Adoption," he insisted that the unawakened child of the Devil "sins willingly," that the man awakened by the law but yet unconverted "sins unwillingly," but the child of God "sinneth
not." 2 8 The function of justification was to remove the
guilt of sin but regeneration breaks sin's power." He
wrote:
" A n immediate and constant fruit of this faith whereby we
are born of God, a fruit which can in no wise be separated
from it, no, not for an hour, is power over sin; — power
over outward sin of every kind; over every evil word and
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work; for wheresoever the blood of Christ is thus applied,
'it purgeth the conscience from dead works'; — and over
inwara sin; for it purifieth the heart from every unholy desire and temper." 3 0

Wesley then proceeds to quote from the same passage in
the sixth chapter of Romans most commonly appealed to
by the early Anabaptists. With all this I feel sure that the
sixteenth-century Anabaptists would have agreed enthusiastically, and, contrariwise, the observation by Harold S.
Bender would seem to be justified that " J o h n Wesley
would probably have been one of those Anabaptist disciples, had he had the opportunity." 3 1
Discipleship and Sanctification
The early Anabaptist teaching on sanctification is more
difficult to assess. In the first place, the word Heiligung is
found only rarely in their writings, and does not permit the
reader to reconstruct a complete statement of the doctrine
based on the occurrences of this word alone." Secondly, as
Robert Friedmann has suggested, " t h e term Heiligung
appears but rarely in the sources, since the idea is already
contained in the related ideas of obedience and discipleship." 33 Thus the larger idea of discipleship contains within it a good deal which belongs to the sphere of sanctification, even when the word itself is not used, and throws
light on the thought about sanctification. Finally, it should
be remembered that the Anabaptist doctrine of sanctification was, in large part, stated over against the neglect of
this teaching on the part of the Protestant Reformers and
the Reformation churches of the sixteenth century. More
than merely being "declared holy" in the forensic sense,
the Anabaptists wanted to insist that the believer is also
" m a d e holy" by the grace of God. 34
The sixteenth-century polemic with the Reformers thus
determined to a considerable extent the structure and content of the early Anabaptist teaching on sanctification,
Wesley treated the same theme some two centuries later in
a somewhat different situation, so we would thus expect to
find some differences between him and the Anabaptists due
to a different historical situation. But, as I hope to show
below, the resemblances between these two traditions on
the doctrine of sanctification still outweigh the differences, particularly when both are contrasted with the Reformers.
As a working definition of sanctification we will use the
one given by Harold Bender in The Mennonite
Encyclopedia. Bender writes:
"This theological term . . . refers historically to the process
by which the Christian who has come to faith in Christ and
been justified and regenerated or born again is m a d e holy
. . . . Sanctification is therefore generally used to mean the
deliverance of the personal life of the Christian f r o m the
impurity and power of sin." S !

This last phrase, "the impurity and power of sin," is the
proper place to begin with the doctrine of sanctification,
both in the Anabaptists and in Wesley. Their doctrine of
original sin and its consequences provide for both the point
of departure which leads to the doctrine of sanctification as
the divinely provided remedy for original sin.
The Protestant Reformers in the sixteenth century stood
generally within the Augustinian tradition on original sin,
emphasizing the total depravity of human nature and the
necessity of unconditional election if man were ever to be
saved. It was one of Luther's basic convictions that man
cannot fight successfully against his basic corruption and
sinfulness. He was quick to brand all attempts to do so as
fanaticism and works-righteousness. To teach that man

was in some way transformed so that he could overcome
indwelling sinfulness was for Luther a fatal compromise of
the sola fide principle which transferred the basis of salvation back to human merit. He thus aggressively opposed
all such teaching whether he found it in Roman Catholicism or in the Radical Reformation. This opposition sometimes led him to such exaggerations as his counsel to
Melanchthon which shows Luther driven to his worst for
the sake of a theological point, the simul justus et peccator principle. H e wrote,
" I f you are a preacher of grace you must preach a grace
that is not imaginary but real. If it is a real grace it must
take away a real and not an imaginary sin. God does not
save imaginary sinners. Be a sinner and sin vigorously. But
more vigorously believe and rejoice in Christ who is the
victor over sin, death and the world. Sin there must be as
long as we are what we are. This life is not a dwelling place
of righteousness, but we are looking, as Peter says, for new
heavens and a new earth. It is enough that we through the
riches of glory have learned to know the L a m b of God who
takes away the sin of the world; from Him sin will not
separate us even though a thousand times, a thousand
times in one day we commit fornication and murder. Do
you suppose that so small is the price and the redemption
made for our sins in such a great and wonderful Lamb?
Pray boldly, for you are a very bold sinner." 3 6

The Anabaptists were generally unfamiliar with the
Augustinian-Reformation conception of original sin,
drawing their understanding from the Bible and from Paul
in particular. 37 Thus Menno Simons wrote:
" J u s t as A d a m and Eve were bitten and poisoned by the
Satanic serpent and became of sinful nature, and subject to
eternal death . . . , so we, their descendants, are also born
of sinful nature, poisoned by the serpent, inclined to evil,
and by nature children of hell, of the devil, and everlasting
death." 3 8

In contrast to the Augustinian doctrine of the bondage of
the will and the parallel doctrine of predestination, the
Brethren insisted that the race still possessed a freedom of
the will sufficient to accept or reject the offer of salvation.
M a n retained the image of God in spite of the Fall, according to Marpeck. Furthermore, whatever bondage was
caused by the Fall was rectified by Christ. As Williams
puts it, most of the Radical Reformation held
" T h a t the work of Christ, in taking from mankind the
burden of A d a m ' s guilt, made possible the recovery for all
men everywhere, of that freedom of the will which A d a m
lost in paradise." 3 '

There was also a distinction made between the fact of
original sin and the guilt of original sin among the Anabaptists. Menno Simons taught that although mankind
was born in sin and received a sinful nature from Adam,
Christ died to reconcile man to God and thus " f o r Christ's
sake [original sin] is not counted as sin unto us." 40 Dirk
Phillips claimed that Christ
"removed and covered the sin of A d a m and of the whole
world. For this reason now the sin of A d a m and Eve will
not condemn nor damn anybody, because Jesus Christ by
his death and blood has removed it." 4 1

Neither the sin of A d a m nor the suffering of Christ is
meaningful, therefore, until there is an inner response
which results in human action. God does not hold a man
responsible for original sin until he attains to the knowledge of good and evil and then willfully chooses evil. By
the same token, the universal atonement of Christ does not
become effective in individual salvation until it is appropriated by personal faith in adult baptism. Because children
have not reached a level of moral responsibility they are

not guilty of original sin and for that reason do not need
baptism. Original sin results in physical death for all mankind, but is not the cause of eternal death until man comes
to moral discretion and then acquiesces in original sin by
committing actual sin. At that point his only hope is the
new birth.
Although Adam's descendants are not involved in the
guilt of original sin, they do experience original sin as a
corruption of human nature, a tendency to sin in transgressing God's will. As the progeny of Adam, man is
biased toward sensuality, disobedience and evil. Menno
Simons described the character of original sin as,
" t h e corrupt, sinful nature, namely, the lust or desire of
our flesh contrary to God's law and contrary to original
righteousness; sin which is inherited at birth by all the descendants and children of corrupt, sinful Adam, and is not
inaptly called original sin. . .

The new birth breaks the power of original sin and dethrones it, according to the Anabaptists. It is a death to the
old nature of Adam according to Romans 6. The sinful inclination is overcome by the power of the Lord and the believer is freed from sin as stated in I John 3:9. Only the reborn man is enabled to obey God's commands and to walk
in the narrow path of discipleship.
It was this claim of conquest over the power of original
sin by the new birth that gave rise to charges of "perfectionism" against the Anabaptists by their opponents in
the sixteenth century. But they rejected all claims to "sinlessness" and inability to sin. Although the power of
original sin was broken by the new birth, it continues within the life of the Christian and only remains subdued so
long as the Christian is yielded to the power and will of
God and is obedient to Christ. The Anabaptist knew himself to be involved in a warfare between the powers of light
and darkness, both in his environment and within his own
being. He did not claim to have overcome the capacity to
sin or to backslide. He repudiated all efforts at self-sanctification. However, he also understood that discipleship involved the obligation not to capitulate to sin but to fight
and overcome it in the strength of the Lord. Menno
Simons is representative here:
" W e are not cleansed in baptism of inherited sinful nature
which is in our flesh, so that it is entirely destroyed in us,
for it remains with us after baptism. But since the merciful
Father, from whom descended all good and perfect gifts,
has graciously given us the most holy faith, through His
holy Word; therefore we declare in the baptism we receive
that we desire to die unto inherent sinful nature, and destroy it, so that it will no longer be master in our mortal
bodies, even though such true believers are often overcome by sin. As John observes, Whosoever is born of God
doth not commit sin; for his seed remaineth in him; and he
cannot sin, because he is born of God." 4 3

The Anabaptist understanding of sanctification was thus
based on the teachings of Scripture and was shaped by the
theological situation of the sixteenth century. The Brethren rejected the separation of sanctification from justification which they saw in the dominant Protestantism,
and sought to restore the synthesis which prevailed in
Medieval Catholicism. They insisted on actual righteousness and experiential holiness rather than the forensic and
imputed righteousness of the Reformers.
Sanctification begins at regeneration, in the view of the
Anabaptists, and continues as a process for the rest of the
believer's life. It does not begin "subsequent" to regeneration but is concomitant with the new birth. The process is
not completed in a "second work of grace" at some point
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along the Christian pilgrimage but only at the end of the
way when "death is swallowed up in victory." Only
fanatics and enthusiasts made claims to "entire" sanctification in the sixteenth century, and this was understood
to mean the possession of absolute perfection by which
man was delivered from the inclination, the ability and the
capacity to sin in this life. The Anabaptists were often
accused of making such claims and responded by asserting that they held a middle ground between the Reformers' repudiation of experiential holiness and the
fanatics' pretentious claims to absolute holiness.
John Wesley's thought stands quite close to most of
what was said by the sixteenth-century Anabaptists on the
subjects of original sin and sanctification. For him mankind lost everything in the Fall of Adam, but all has been
regained in Christ. "By the merits of Christ, all men are
cleared from the guilt of A d a m ' s sin," he wrote, and he insisted that no one will ever perish eternally merely for the
sin of Adam. 4 4 The destiny of a man's soul will be determined by his own choices and his guilt is based on his
own sins, even though they have flowed forth from a corrupted nature inherited from Adam. 45
Wesley distinguished within the image of God in man
between the " n a t u r a l " and the " m o r a l " image. He contended that only the latter — "original righteousness"
which was characterized by a disposition or inclination
toward God and holiness — was lost in the Fall.46 But the
natural image — consisting of rationality, freedom of the
will, immortality, and earthly dominion — was not lost
but only marred. 47 However, the only factor which kept
man from the complete loss of even the natural image of
God, and death under divine judgment, was the mercy of
God. Divine grace preserved man from perishing or sinking beyond the possibility of salvation. 48
It is thus the "prevenient grace" of God which prevented the natural image of God from being obliterated in
A d a m and his descendants, and which preserved sufficient
freedom of will and moral capacity in the race that man
could yet respond to the offer of salvation. 49 In this way,
Wesley, like the Anabaptists, avoided the doctrine of unconditional election and predestination as the basis for salvation insisting rather that redemption was based on man's
free response to the divine offer. 50
Although A d a m ' s descendants have not inherited the
guilt of original sin from Adam, they have inherited a
fallen nature which is in bondage to sin. Original righteousness has perished, spiritual death pervades man's
being and he has passed under the power of sin and
Satan. 5 1 But the power of sin is broken by regeneration.
Contrary to the Reformers, Wesley insisted that Romans
7 is not a description of the Christian life because sinning
ceases with regeneration. Willful sinning occurs only in unbelievers or in one who has lost his faith. 52 Wesley appealed to the same biblical text to which the Anabaptists
appealed in order to substantiate this point: "Whosoever is
born of God does not commit sin" (I John 3:9).53
Like the A n a b a p t i s t s also, Wesley distinguished
between the power of sin and the corruption of sin, between "having" sin and " p e r f o r m i n g " sin. At regeneration the power of sin is broken and its dominion is overthrown, but the corruption of sin remains in the believer.
Following regeneration there are two principles at work
within the Christian, the conquering power of the Holy
Spirit and the opposing dynamic of the "flesh" or fallen
nature. Along with the joys of new-found salvation, Wesley said of the regenerated:
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"These continually feel a heart bent to backsliding; a
natural tendency to evil; a proneness to depart f r o m God
and cleave to the things of the earth. They are daily
sensible of sin remaining in their heart, pride, self-will, unbelief; and of sin cleaving to all they speak or do, even their
best actions and holiest duties." 5 4

Yet Wesley insisted that the power of God is greater
than the corruption of sin so that the man of faith is continually given dominion over sin so long as he remains
obedient and yielded to the power and promptings of the
Spirit of God. When he fails at this point he becomes
guilty of sin. There is no condemnation for the existence of
a sinful nature; condemnation enters only when the Christian chooses in favor of the promptings of the flesh.55 On
this point I would judge that Wesley was at one with the
Anabaptists.
With the Anabaptists also, Wesley held that sanctification begins at regeneration and continues as a process
from that point. Justification, regeneration and what he
called "initial" sanctification occur simultaneously but are
distinguishable as to their spheres of operation within salvation. 56 By justification the righteousness of Christ is imputed to the believer. By regeneration new life is imparted
to the believer and the moral image of God is restored to
him. Both justification and regeneration occur instantaneously, but the sanctifying work of the Spirit continues
from the event of the new birth in a process of perfecting
the love for God and the neighbor, delivering the believer
from all evil dispositions and actions which are contrary to
love. Wesley wrote:
"Scripture holiness is the image of God; the mind which
was in Christ; the love of God and man; iowliness; gentleness, temperance, patience, chastity." 5 7

Again, I would assume that Wesley paralleled the Anabaptists in this matter of progressive sanctification.
Wesley also taught that the process which begins at
regeneration with "initial" sanctification can be brought to
completion — at least so far as original sin is concerned —
in this life, prior to death, by "entire" sanctification. It was
on this matter that he scandalized his own age and this is
the point in his thought where Wesley has been most misinterpreted and misunderstood, both by his supporters and
by his detractors.
Leo Cox has distinguished between a positive and a
negative aspect in Wesley's doctrine of sanctification
which helps us to get to the heart of his teaching. 58 The
negative side of sanctification deals with sin, particularly
with the subjective corruption of original sin. Initial sanctification, concomitant with regeneration, delivers the
repentant sinner from the power of original sin by dethroning it and establishing a new lordship of the Holy Spirit.
Following initial sanctification, sanctification continues as
a process in which the believer is made " m o r e and more
dead to sin," and " m o r e and more alive to God." 5 9 But for
Wesley, this process could reach its goal in this life so that
not only the power of sin is dethroned, but also the
presence of the fallen Adamic nature is delivered — in a
second, instantaneous divine work of grace — over to
death and ceases to exist. Initial sanctification thus delivers from the power of sin while entire sanctification delivers from the presence of sin, filling the heart with pure
love for God. 60
The other aspect of sanctification is the positive one.
N o t only does this work of divine grace progressively and
finally deliver sin over to death, it also imparts true holiness to the believer. This new life with all its graces increases more and more, beginning with initial sancti-

fication, continuing with progressive sanctification, on
through entire sanctification and develops forever in
eternity. 61 Wesley was careful not to claim that absolute
perfection in this regard was ever attainable fully.
But in spite of this, Wesley has been charged with teaching a perfectionism which eliminates the possibility of
sinning or of falling back into sin. Yet Wesley, like the
Anabaptists before him, went to great lengths to distinguish his views from such conceptions. He noted that
the word " p e r f e c t " occurred often in the Bible and that it
was applied to Christians and could not be avoided. 62 In his
understanding, Christian perfection was a heart freed from
sin and given over to love God completely. It was to have
the mind of Christ and to walk as he walked. He stated,
" I f anyone means anything more, or anything less by
Perfection, I have no concern with it." 63 H e added:
" S o that how much soever any man has attained, or in how
high a degree soever he is perfect, he hath still need to
'grow in grace,' and daily to advance in the knowledge and
love of G o d his S a v i o u r . " "

Wesley thus insisted that Christian perfection must be
kept within biblical bounds and that it be consistent with
man's present existence and possibilities under grace. H e
carefully sought to distinguish it from God's perfection,
absolute perfection, Adamic perfection, angelic perfection and final perfection, attempting to discover and to
apply the scriptural meaning of the term as he found it in
the pages of the Old and New Testaments. H e wrote:
" B y 'perfection' I mean 'perfect love,' or the loving God
with all our heart, so as to rejoice evermore, to pray without ceasing, and in everything to give thanks. I am convinced that every believer may attain this . . ," 6 6

Because he believed on the basis of the teachings of Scripture that such perfection was divinely offered, he exhorted
his readers and followers:
" N o w be thou pure in heart; purified by faith from every
unholy affection; 'cleansing thyself from all filthiness of
flesh and spirit, and perfecting holiness in the fear of God.'
Being, through the power of his grace, purified from pride,
by deep poverty of spirit; f r o m anger, from every unkind
and turbulent passion, by meekness and mercifulness; from
every desire but to please and enjoy God, by hunger and
thirst after righteousness; now love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy strength!" 6 7

He added:
" T h o u therefore look for it every moment! Look for it in
the way above described; in all those good works whereunto thou art 'created anew in Christ Jesus.' There is then
no danger; you can be no worse, if you are no better, for
that expectation. For were you to be disappointed of your
hope, still you lose nothing. But you shall not be disappointed of your hope: it will come, and will not tarry.
Look for it then every day, every hour, every moment!
Why not this hour, this moment? Certainly you may look
for it now, if you believe it is by faith. . . . Expect it by
faith, expect it as you are, and expect it now!" 6 "

Conclusion
From all this it becomes apparent that John Wesley held
much in common with the sixteenth-century Anabaptists.
The substance of the thought of the Anabaptist fathers and
the founder of Methodism is essentially the same and
differs largely only in the form of expression it took when
addressed to the differing situations which existed in the
sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. With a heightened
eschatological consciousness that the end of the world was
drawing near, the early Anabaptists took up a radical form
of discipleship, renounced the fallen world order, estab-

lished separate brotherhoods, carried out an aggressive
missionary witness, and set about to prepare the church as
a bride "without spot or wrinkle" for the return of her
Lord. I would suggest that for a good part of the sixteenth
century other Anabaptist doctrines, especially regeneration, sanctification and discipleship, were formulated
within an eschatological context. 6 '
The eschatological motif is less central in Wesley's
thought and he addressed himself to a different century.
But the perception of human fallenness and the need for
divine salvation and holiness remained the same for him as
it had been viewed by the Anabaptists. This accounts for
the essentially common ground held by Wesley and the
Brethren in their attitudes toward the deficiencies in the
thought of the Reformers, their like insistence on the freedom of man sufficient to respond to the divine offer of salvation and to obey God in discipleship as God supplies the
"gracious ability," coupled with a rejection of the doctrine of predestination. Their views on original sin, regeneration, imparted holiness and the holy life parallel at
most every point. The only significant difference emerges
in connection with Wesley's emphasis on Christian perfection and entire sanctification as a second work of divine
grace. But, given the commitment of the Anabaptists, one
wonders if they had had opportunity to read and to hear
Wesley on this matter, and to understand what he meant
and did not mean by the doctrine, if they would not have
voiced a hearty " A m e n . "
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An Anabaptist Scholar
Evaluates John Wesley
Cornelius J. Dyck

I N D E C E M B E R of 1960 a conference on " T h e N a t u r e of
the Holy Life" was convened at Goshen, Indiana by the
Institute of Mennonite Studies to facilitate the first dialog
in recent memory between Wesleyans and Mennonites
about common elements in their heritage, particularly the
nature of discipleship and sanctification.' In re-reading the
papers presented at that time, they still collectively convey
the impression, which was also the sense of the conference, that on the issue of holiness, Wesleyanism and
Anabaptism were very close to each other. It is unfortunate that the promising momentum of the conference was not continued in further scholarly and pastoral forums until the present.
S o m e of the issues raised in 1960 still await further
study. Is William R. Cannon's thesis that John Wesley
combined the best of the Protestant doctrine of justification with the best of Roman Catholicism's doctrine of
sanctification into a dynamic new synthesis a valid
generalization or does it overstate both the theological and
functional role of sanctification in the Roman tradition
while, at the same time, understating Wesley's more than
forensic view of justification? Harold S. Bender's statement that the Anabaptists did not differ "basically from
the Reformation on such doctrines as the sole authority of
the Scriptures, grace, justification . . . for they did not"
would require substantial qualification in the light of
present historiography. 2 His comment that Anabaptism
did not teach perfection, while true in general, would likewise be modified by the fact that there were indeed some
who taught the doctrine. 3 Franklin H. Littell's conclusion
that John Wesley became "in his basic orientation, a Free
C h u r c h m a n " calls for further criteria of classification and
will find something of a counter-thesis in the following
pages which propose that Wesley remained essentially in
the Anglican tradition theologically and ecclesiologically. 4
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Wesleyanism and
Anabaptism stood in close parallel on the nature of holiDr. Cornelius J. Dyck is Professor of Historical Theology at the
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary. Born in Russia and
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ness though the terminology and pre-suppositions vary between them. It may be that the focus of this present dialog
on comparing a wider theological spectrum than the holiness motif within the two movements can help provide a
needed context for continuing the earlier discussion and,
by placing the holiness emphasis in perspective, prevent a
distortion of what the men and movements involved were
really saying. The intention of this paper, therefore, is to
compare in broad outline three central theological dimensions of the two movements — the problem of authority,
the nature of the church, and the order of salvation from
the perspective of sixteenth century normative Anabaptism.
The "Iffy" Questions of History
Before turning to this analysis a comment on historical
method may be in order. The question is sometimes asked:
"Would John Wesley have been an Anabaptist if he had
lived 200 years earlier?" The answer, of course, is quite
simple — we will never know. My own projection would be
that he might have felt himself most at home with Martin
Bucer in Strassburg. He did, after all, know about the
Anabaptists and referred disparagingly to their practice of
baptism. 5 He rejected Free Church Moravianism in his
own day, sought no contact with the Mennonites in Europe
or America, nor with the Baptists in England, and barely
tolerated the Quakers. But it remains one of the i f f y questions of history with, for example, questions about Cleopatra, Theodosius II, and Oliver Cromwell. What would
have been the history of the Roman Empire (/"Cleopatra's
nose had been one-quarter inch longer, making her less
captivating first to Caesar and then to M a r k Antony?
Would Eastern Christianity have triumphed rather than
Rome ( / i t s supporter Theodosius II had not been killed
when his horse stumbled and threw him within a year of his
taking office? What would be the history of Puritanism and
parliamentary democracy in England / / C r o m w e l l had not
suffered from kidney stones? We will never know though
such speculations are an interesting and legitimate historical sport.
Theological comparisons are helpful only if they are
based on the careful study of the milieu within which the
respective movements arose, as well as a study of the
movements themselves and specific doctrines like holiness. John Wesley was born (1703) during the Age of
Absolutism and died (1791) after the American Revolution, which he opposed. Enlightenment and deistic thought
permeated eighteenth century England. It was the age of
the Industrial Revolution, the rise of capitalism, and the
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impact of A d a m Smith's The Wealth of Nations (1776).
W e will never know whether England would have experienced its own "French Revolution" / / t h e impact of Wesley had not spanned the century, but his work was a serious
response indeed to the individual and corporate ills of his
time. Methodism became the primary carrier of the
eighteenth century Evangelical Revival in England and the
most significant continuation of continental Pietism. As
such, it made m a j o r contributions to the resolution of key
social issues of that time: private morality, the abolition of
slavery, prison reform, popular education, exploitation of
the poor.
Sixteenth century Anabaptism also faced some of these
issues, and a host of others, but in a completely different
context. The birth of the movement in January, 1525 was
followed within four months by the Peasant's Revolt and a
subsequent hardening of magisterial Protestantism's attitude against dissent. It was an age in which Anabaptism
became a pioneering force in the disintegration of the
medieval synthesis of church and state. It was an age of
deep religious longing and eschatological expectations, of
incipient religious pluralism, of martyrdom, of religious
wars. And Anabaptism with all its diversity must be understood in that context. The two centuries between them and
the rise of Wesleyanism, as well as geographical differences, add to the imperative for knowing each movement
within its own chronological, geographical, and social context if any comparative conclusions are to be valid and
fruitful.
This emphasis upon historical particularity does not
mean that we cannot make helpful generalizations. We
know that both movements were concerned for holy living,
church discipline, and mission. Both suffered persecution
and derision. 6 Both experienced phenomenal early growth
in membership. But an equal number of disparities can
also be listed: sacramental issues, the nature of the church,
church-state relationships, the way of nonresistance to evil,
the practice of piety. Wesleyan pietism never manifested
the radical counter-culture thrust of Anabaptism. It is important methodologically, therefore, to see the holinessdiscipleship dialog within this total milieu of theology,
time, and geography.
The Problem of Authority
Four commonly accepted loci of authority in Christian
theology are the Scriptures, reason, tradition, and experience with the respective communions and individuals
effecting their own unique blend of these motifs. Wesleyan and Anabaptist theology reflect considerable common ground on Scripture and experience but reason and
tradition had little place among the Anabaptists.
Scripture is obviously the central authority for Wesley.
H e does not base his theology on either reason or experience but upon Scripture as the literal Word of God. God
wrote the Bible. " M y ground is the Bible. Yea, I am a
Bible-bigot. I follow it in all things, both great and small." 7
" I f there be any mistakes in the Bible, there may as well be
a thousand. If there be one falsehood in that book, it did
not come from the God of truth." 8 Or again: " A n exact
knowledge of the truth was accompanied in the inspired
writers with an exactly regular series of arguments, a
precise expression of their meaning, and a genuine vigor of
suitable affections." 9 He wanted above all to be known as a
Home unius libri — a man of one book. " G o d himself has
condescended to teach the way; for this very end he came
from heaven. H e hath written it down in a book. O give me
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that book. At any price, give me the book of God!" 1 0 These
statements are, in effect, a definition of the theory of verbal
inspiration of Scripture and go beyond what Luther understood by sola scriptura, but Wesley consciously identified
with continental Protestantism on this issue." This position is best seen as an affirmation of the ultimate primacy
of Scripture in matters of faith and life rather than as an
epistemological norm. In actual practice reason, tradition, and experience were the context within which Wesley
interpreted the Bible.
Most sixteenth century Anabaptists would have agreed
with Wesley's basic affirmation of the centrality of Scripture. " T h e Scriptures are plain and need no interpretation" Menno Simons wrote, meaning that they need only
to be accepted and obeyed. 12 There was operative a kind of
epistemology of obedience whereby the knowledge of God
and his will was proportionate to the willingness to obey it
and suffer for it. The Swiss Brethren statement of 1525 to
the Zurich City Council expressed their position well when
it said, " I f it be found then by divine Scripture that we err,
we shall gladly accept correction . . . We desire nothing
upon earth but to have these things decided according to
the Word of God."' 3 The court records of trials of Anabaptists indicate an amazing knowledge of the Bible on the
part of these lay people. They interpreted the Scriptures
simply and sometimes very literally. Hubmaier's words of
1527 sound much like Wesley: "Thou knowest, Zwingli,
that the Holy Scripture is such a complete, compacted,
true, infallible, eternally immortal speech, that the least
letter or tittle of it cannot pass away."' 4
Nevertheless the Anabaptists differed from Wesley in
the primacy they gave to the words of Jesus and the entire
New Testament over the Old. The relationship of the two
covenants was one of promise and fulfillment, darkness
and light. In 1531 Hans Pfistermeyer wrote:
" T h e New Testament is more perfect than the Old, and the
Old was fulfilled and interpreted by Christ. Christ has
taught a higher and more perfect doctrine and made with
His people a New Covenant. Therefore, whatever is found
in Christ's doctrine and life, I shall recognize as binding for
the Christian, and whatever is found otherwise, I shall not
so recognize . . . I make a great difference between the Old
and New Testament and believe that the New Covenant,
which was made with us, is much more perfect than the
Old that was made with the Jews.'" 5

This position was normative throughout the movement,
confirmed in the debates at Zofingen (1532), Bern (1538),
Frankenthal (1571) and in most Anabaptist writings. It
obviously runs counter to the sola scriptura presuppositions of Luther and Wesley and had a decisive influence on
Anabaptist theology and ethics. It is difficult to imagine
how Wesley could have remained within Anglicanism with
its sacramental, hierarchical, state church, and traditionoriented theology if he had embraced this view of the
Bible. When all is said and done Wesley and the Anabaptists came to the Scriptures with quite different presuppositions. On this crucial issue Wesley stood much closer
to the continental Reformers than to the Anabaptists.
This difference is accented in the place Wesley gave to
reason and tradition. H e did not follow Luther in rejecting reason as "the devil's whore." The roots of his
Anglican heritage in Cranmer, Richard Hooker's (d. 1600)
Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, the Thirty-Nine
Articles,
and the Book of Common Prayer are obvious. Civil and
ecclesiastical authority meet in the reason of man by which
all truth, all revelation is apprehended. Reason is a gift

from God without which His will cannot be known nor the
Bible understood. In 1725, as a young man, he wrote to his
mother, " A s I understand faith to be an assent to any truth
upon rational grounds, I don't think it possible without
perjury to swear I believe anything unless I have rational
grounds for my persuasion.'" 6 Reason is necessary "in
laying the foundation of true religion, under the guidance
of the Spirit of God, and in raising the superstructure.'" 7
And again, " I t is a fundamental principle with us that to
renounce reason is to renounce religion, that religion and
reason go hand in hand, and that all irrational religion is
false religion.'" 8
This authority assigned to reason is mitigated, however, by the fact that it refers only to "enlightened reason,"
i.e., subject to the grace of G o d . Reason not enlightened
"is incapable of giving either faith, or hope, or love; and
consequently, of producing either real virtue, or substantial happiness."" While this interpretation moves the
function of reason beyond the realm of natural theology it
finds little congruance in Anabaptist thought. This would
not have been an adequate basis for discipleship ethics or a
theology of the cross. Even humanist trained Anabaptists
did not talk that way. Here again it is important to note
the different milieus of the two movements. Many Mennonites contemporary with Wesley, particularly in the
Netherlands, were deeply influenced by rationalism, but
that was not the language of sixteenth century Anabaptism.
The two movements are equally disparate in their understanding of the place of tradition in the life of the church.
Wesley affirmed the importance of primitive Christianity
but it was not normative for him as "the church in the
Bible" was for Anabaptist restitutionists. In keeping with
Anglican scholarship he manifested particular affection
for the Ante-Nicene and early Post-Nicene church, including especially Eastern Orthodoxy. While in Georgia
(1735-38) he was deeply involved in reading William
Beveridge's Pandectae which contained a collection of
Eastern liturgical texts and, through this exposure via the
writings of Macarius the Egyptian came under the influence of the perfectionist theology of Gregory of Nyssa (d.
ca. 394) and Clement of Alexandria (d. 215).20 Their influence led the magistrate to complain to him, " T h e people
. . . say they are Protestants. But as for you, they cannot
tell what religion you are of." 2 '
Wesley believed the hermeneutics of the Ante-Nicene
fathers to be particularly reliable:
" N o t only that [the fathers] were not mistaken in their
interpretation of the gospel of Christ; but that, in all the
necessary parts of it, they were so assisted by the Holy
Ghost, as to be scarce capable of mistaking. Consequently
we are to look to their writings, though not of equal
authority with the Holy Scriptures . . . yet as worthy of a
much greater respect than any composures which have
been made since . . . " "

Beyond this the moral example of the Ante-Nicene church
was supremely worthy of imitation. " I reverence these
ancient Christians," he wrote, "(with all their failings) the
more, because I see so few Christians now." 23
Anabaptism did not reject the past but was radically
selective in its use. The primitive church was the norm and
the fall of the church was very real to them. Thus we do not
find parallels to Wesley's concern for apostolic succession
in their writings. Continuity among the people of God had
been broken on earth, but true continuity lay with God
who raises up His children when and where He pleases.

The bridge between the past and present was not tradition
or liturgy but the Holy Spirit. But this did not mean the
church was invisible. The church was much more, but
never less than visible reality. The theological answer to
the place of tradition in Anabaptism was Christological. 24
Christ, the fall of the church, the power of the Spirit —
these were the ingredients of Anabaptist restitutionism,
and in this context Wesley was not a restitutionist but a
reformer. Methodism must be seen essentially as a renewal movement within Anglicanism in its origins.
Among the various components of the problem of
authority Anabaptism and Wesleyanism were probably
closest to each other in their understanding of the nature
and place of Christian experience. Both traditions affirmed
the importance of a living experience of faith but refused
to see any one pattern as normative, both rejected claims
to experience which were not congruent with Scripture,
both based doctrine on Scripture rather than on experience. Anabaptism had to cope more with enthusiasm than
Wesley and subjectivism was more common among its
ranks while, on the other hand, subjectivism was one reason why Wesley disassociated himself from the Moravians. The incongruity of Wesley's position lies in his insistence upon converted members for his societies within
the context of creedal, sacramental, and traditionalist
Anglicanism. It is in his stress upon the importance of a
living personal faith and voluntary membership in the societies of the faithful that Wesley's Free Church tendencies became most apparent.
The Nature of the Church
From an Anabaptist perspective Wesley's doctrine of
the church is confusing and, at best, paradoxical. 25 Article
thirteen of Methodism was taken over unchanged from the
Thirty-Nine Articles of Anglicanism, defining the church
in terms of correct preaching and the proper administration of the sacraments. The real presence of Christ in the
eucharist is affirmed, as is its sacramental objectivity:
" T h e unworthiness of the minister doth not hinder the
efficacy of God's ordinance." 26 In A Treatise on Baptism
(1756) baptism is seen as the beginning of the Christian
life, the new birth: "By water then, as a means, the water
of baptism, we are regenerated or born again." 27 The unity
and purity of the church is maintained in the unbroken
succession of ministry from the apostles. Where in all of
this can we find an Anknuepfungspunkt
(point of contact)
for a Believers' or Free Church interpretation? There is
none.
The point of contact comes in the writings of the
" o t h e r " Wesley. While many attempts have been made at
reconciling thest two Wesleys they remain unconvincing. 28
Those who have argued that Wesley was a Free Church
pioneer have good bases for their claims, but they have
been forced to a precarious selectivity in the use of sources
with a counter-text only a document away. But there are
Free Church motifs indeed. For example, a counter-text to
the above statement on baptism: " Y o u think the mode of
baptism is 'necessary to salvation.' I deny that even baptism itself is so; if it were, every Quaker must be damned,
which I can in no wise believe." 29 O r again, "Baptism is
not the new birth; they are not one and the same thing." 30
The points of contact between Anabaptist and Wesleyan
understandings of the church are most apparent in what
may be called Wesley's pietist emphasis — the importance of conversion and the disciplined bands of believers. But there is also disparity here, for the early Ana17

baptists were not pietists. The Wesleyan ecclesiola in
ecclesia finds no counterpart in the voluntary and
autonomous congregations of Anabaptism. Wesleyanism
was episcopal, not congregational. The Anabaptists might,
in fact, have fared much better in the face of sixteenth century persecution if they had heeded the counsel of
Schwenckfeld and other well-meaning friends to be Christians quietly and unobtrustively. As it was, the gospel
called them out from Christendom to confess their faith individually and corporately. Discipline and admonition became rigorous in the context of this church-world dualism,
with binding and loosing, not individualism, as a
legitimate and meaningful function of the congregation.
Some of this obviously also happened in the " b a n d s " or
"classes" but the boundaries of Wesleyanism were inclusive, not exclusive. Wesley remained deeply committed
both to episcopacy and to the una sancta visibly defined.
His statement that "the whole world is my parish" may
well have reflected his ecclesiology as well as his missionary concern.
Anabaptism consciously drew a line of demarcation between church and world on ethical and faith commitment
grounds. The church was the new society amidst the old,
raised up by the Spirit in the midst of a fallen and unfaithful pseudo-church. Only those who had counted the cost
and were willing to "walk in the resurrection" 31 were truly
members of the Body of Christ. In that inner circle all were
equal, all exercised gifts they had received, all sought to
build a church "without spot or wrinkle" (Menno). If one
of the marks of pietism is individualism, the conviction of
the inter-dependence of believers kept Menno Simons, for
example, from becoming a Pietist. Then, also, baptism becomes important, not as an end in itself but as the sine qua
non of a Believers' Church for it symbolized deliberate
choice and conscious c o m m i t m e n t . This kind of
separatism was quite unacceptable to Wesley who wished,
by all means, to die in full communion with the Anglican
Church.
It is sometimes assumed that Wesley's pietism focused
his concern only on personal but not social morality. This
charge cannot be sustained. Anabaptism and Wesleyanism were deeply concerned for both areas though neither
movement had a programmatic scheme for societal renewal. Anabaptism was concerned not only for the separation of church and state but also for freedom of religion
and the non-violent resolution of all conflicts. Wesley did
indeed believe that sanctified men might ultimately lead to
a more sanctified society, but he never applied his individual doctrine of perfection to society. Nevertheless both he
and the Anabaptists were radical critics of wealth and private property. Wesley stated flatly that all the world might
call him a thief if he died with more than 10 pound to his
name, 32 and Ulrich Stadler, an Anabaptist, wrote that
when we pray Our Father we have no moral right to say
"this is mine," but " o u r s " under God. 33 As he grew older
Wesley no longer believed that men were poor because
they were lazy but because they had never been given a
chance by society. H e spoke out fearlessly against distillers
and wine-merchants who murder people and "drive them
to hell like sheep," 34 he took an intense interest in prison
reform, he opposed slavery. His class meetings often became a kind of public school educational experience. Wesleyanism was to be a leaven in society, Anabaptism a
paradigm of a new possibility amidst the old options. The
nature of the church shaped their respective relationship to
society.
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The Order of Salvation
Wesley's interpretation of salvation is more systematized than Anabaptist methodology permitted, being
almost scholastic in its carefully drawn categories and distinctions. The same words, for example love or regeneration, have different meanings in the two traditions reflecting, perhaps, the influence of Johannine and synoptic content respectively in their theology, but also different presuppositions. Wesley was far from Anabaptism, for example, in his strong emphasis upon the total depravity of
man, yet both held to a certain freedom of the will!
An Anabaptist restatement of Wesley's view of salvation might read as follows: it begins with preventing grace,
which is in all men, continues in convincing grace, which is
produced through the Scriptures and the Holy Spirit, and
leads later to the actual experience of salvation in justification and sanctification. Justification saves from the
guilt of sin and restores man to the favor of God; sanctification saves from the power of sin and restores the image
of God in man. This salvation is both instantaneous and
gradual (?), a present possession or assurance and a growing into the fulness of Christ. 35 From the perspective of sixteenth century Anabaptism it would appear that an extraneous scheme has been imposed upon the biblical
materials.
Integral to this definition is Wesley's understanding of
perfection, summarized in his ten points of 1764: (1) There
is such a thing as perfection, (2) It follows justification, (3)
It comes before death, (4) It is not absolute, (5) It does not
make a man infallible, (6) It means sinlessness, (7) It is
perfect love — I John 4:18, (8) It is improvable, (9) It may
be lost, and (10) It is preceded and followed by a gradual
work. 36 Wesley never claimed perfection for himself. It is
the fruit of love which is the gift of God, not a meritorious
achievement of man.
While the end result or fruit of salvation in Anabaptist
thought may not have been too different from this restatement of Wesley, the process of arriving at that point was
quite different. The central Anabaptist term was not discipleship, as has often been assumed, but regeneration. Yet
this regeneration was not sacramental as cited earlier in
connection with Wesley's understanding of infant baptism, a forensic term, but a much larger and synergistic
term including an experience of conversion (either crisis or
gradual), an awareness of sin as more overt than covert,
the gift of grace through Christ and, consequently, obedience or discipleship. 37 Romans 6 was central to them,
signifying not only that something had been experienced
by them emotionally, but that it was an adult, mature
experience which began the process of transformation into
the image of Christ. In place of forensic justification,
which Wesley seems to defend with the continental Reformers, Anabaptism stressed regeneration as a process
through which man's nature is actually transformed into
the likeness of Christ — through obedience. The disciple
completes the work of Christ according to an early document probably written by Michael Sattler:
" H e who doeth righteousness is righteous . . . Yea indeed,
if Christ therefore did enough by his passion, which he
suffered at Jerusalem, and nothing was uncompleted of his
suffering, why then does Paul say in Colossians one, ' N o w
I rejoice in my suffering which I bear for you and fill up in
my body that which is lacking in the affliction of Christ.' II
Corinthians 1 . . . Why should God m a k e known his will if
he would not will that a person do it"? 3 '

This position inevitably led to charges of work-righteous-

ness. The fact that Wesley was also accused of this does
not mean that there was no difference between these movements but rather that the critics failed to distinguish
between the process and the fruit."
Another difference between these two views of salvation
lies in their understanding of the nature of man. While
Wesley was Arminian in theology he was thoroughly
Augustinian in his interpretation of original sin. In Anabaptism, on the other hand, the Fall damaged, but did not
destroy the image of God in man and it was restored in the
Second A d a m , Christ. Hence children, while sinners from
birth, are not under judgment until they of their own free
will reject the call of God in Christ. They are innocent not
because they are sinless but because the essence of sin is
placed in the will rather than in (Augustinian) ontology. It
is the latter which requires prevenient grace before the
process of salvation can begin. In Anabaptism we have,
therefore, both a greater emphasis upon the work of" the
Second A d a m in restoring what the first A d a m had
undone, and a lesser emphasis upon original sin. Hence infant baptism was not necessary.
By the same token man's freedom to choose for or
against God means he is also free to choose morality or
reject it. This freedom transformed and invigorated by
grace, becomes the ground of discipleship. So Menno
wrote: "Whosoever does not walk according to His doctrine, proves in fact that he does not believe on Him or
know Him, and that he is not in the communion of
saints." 4 0 From an Anabaptist perspective Wesley fails to
explain the origin of "involuntary" transgressions and
unduly dichotemizes the different states of conscious and
unconscious sin which characterizes the meaning of sanctified and unsanctified states of being. Furthermore, Wesley's sermon on the Law notwithstanding, he is clearly
more antinomian than the Anabaptists. Since man is responsible for his moral behavior, the latter believed he
must know and fear the Law even more under the New
Covenant since it is written on the heart rather than on
tablets of stone.
In Wesley's theology love is an intrinsic part of the order
of salvation. This was also true of Anabaptism, but it led
to different implications. Since this issue leads to the depth
consideration of Wesley's doctrine of sanctification it is
beyond the limits set for this paper. It would appear, however, that love is almost a forensic or sacramental term for
Wesley, transforming not only man's nature but also the
theological definition of sin. It clearly remains in the realm
of grace more than of nature and, therefore, does not become a verb with strong ethical implications as it did in
Anabaptism. It does not inevitably lead to discipleship in
Wesleyanism. For example, it did not lead Wesley to nonresistance. It served a strong formal and theological but
not existential function. While love is central to sanctification and to discipleship it does not make these terms
synonymous.
Conclusion
T h e intention of this paper has been to provide a broad
theological context for any further discussions about
specific doctrines like holiness in Wesleyanism and Anabaptism. Emphasis has been placed upon seeing these
movements within the total milieu of their time and upon
seeing specific doctrines within the total theological structure. This methodology seems to have led to greater
distance between the two movements in most of the areas
considered than earlier narrower comparisons have indicated. Wesley has emerged as more Anglican and less

Free Church oriented than the euphoric conference of 1960
led us to believe. Hopefully this development will lead to
further probing dialogue, admonition, and reading of the
sources. In these encounters it will be important to remember that both movements have experienced many
accretions, both negative and positive, to the original
vision which need to be identified and evaluated in terms of
their impact upon us as heirs of these great traditions.
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In the later years of Wesley's ministry, he gave increasing importance to the progressive aspects of
sanctification. Yet he never wavered on his conviction
that the instantaneous was both possible and
necessary.
A response by Luke Keefer, Jr.

S l N C E M Y current studies at Temple University are in
the area of John Wesley, and since it has now been a year
and a half since I had my last class in Anabaptist studies, I
will denote most of my remarks toward the Wesley side of
the agenda.
I would, first of all, like to focus an important historical issue which I think is crucial to our dialogue. The
Anabaptists, working in the massive upheaval of the sixteenth century, devoted their efforts to the burning question of ecclesiology (the doctrine of the church). Wesley, in
the context of the eighteenth century, made soteriology
(the doctrine of salvation) his primary concern. We can
ask whether Wesley would have been an Anabaptist had he
been born two centuries earlier or whether Conrad Grebel
would have been a Methodist had he been born two centuries later. But we then deal not only with "suppose-type"
questions, but also run the risk of distorting the issues.
Both movements must be seen against the background of
their own times. A dialogue like we are engaged in today
has to fight the tendency to existentialize time. We can
only proceed with constructive interchange and fair
evaluation if we keep our historical bearing clearly in
focus. Both the Anabaptist doctrine of the church and
Wesley's doctrine of salvation were tempered by the times.
We cannot expect that they would completely agree with
each other's views. Our evaluation of the strengths and
weaknesses of the two traditions must therefore, fairly
reckon with their location in church history.
Looking at Wesley from our Anabaptist heritage, his
doctrine of the church is problematical. His views on the
church are, at best, ambiguous and, at worst, contradictory. When one views his loyalty to the state-church
and his position on the sacraments, he is impressed with
Wesley's "high church" tendencies. He always had trouble, for example, trying to reconcile infant baptism with
conscious adult conversion. He always held the sacraments, especially the Lord's Supper, to be a means of
grace. It is important to note, however, that he viewed
them as possible and instrumental means and never as
automatic nor immediate means of grace. What he meant
was that a convicted sinner, seeking justification by faith,
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could and often did, find his faith so strengthened at the
moment of the sacrament that he was able to receive the
assurance of God's pardoning love (His own mother is a
case in point). Wesley's Anglicanism, though purged, still
clung fast to him.
On the other hand, there are obvious " F r e e C h u r c h "
tendencies in Wesley. Certainly his insistence upon conscious conversion (which scandalized his Anglican brethren) put him on the side of a "Believers' Church." If one
looks at the structure of the Wesleyan Class Meetings or
the discipline in the Methodist Societies he knows that this
is not establishment religion. Here was lay leadership
(even by women), services without liturgy or sacrament,
extemporaneous preaching (even in the fields), spontaneous prayer, and brotherly fellowship (including testimony, counsel, and reproof, if necessary). Those who
walked disorderly were admonished, but if they persisted
in sin, they were expelled from the Methodist Society. It
was for these very things that Wesley was labeled a dissenter, a Separatist, an independent, and even on occasion
a Quaker or an Anabaptist (which at that time in England
usually meant a Baptist, not a Mennonite, etc.). Wesley
after Aldersgate is cut according to a " F r e e C h u r c h " pattern despite the fact that the material is obviously of "high
church" fabric.
Wesley's purpose being to reform England spiritually,
he felt it was most likely that remaining in the Church of
England was the best way to achieve his goal. Thus he died
an Anglican, though he took measures near the close of his
life that opened the way for a separate Methodist Church
to follow. The most important of these measures was
ordaining superintendents and elders for the Methodists in
America (who were loosed from the State Church of
England as a consequence of the Revolutionary War).
Wesley had been persuaded that the New Testament made
no distinction between an elder and a bishop. Therefore,
any ordained minister had the authority to ordain others to
the ministry. Here he departed markedly from the
episcopal doctrine of the Church of England. Wesley's
"model deed" of 1784 provided for the continuation of the
Methodist preaching houses after his death, stipulating
that the trustees were to permit no one to preach in these
houses unless they adhered to the doctrinal views of
Wesley as expressed in his forty-four Standard
Sermons
and his Notes Upon the New Testament. This is strong
evidence that he wished the distinctive body known as
Methodists to continue along side the established Church.
In respect to Wesley's doctrine of salvation I would like
to lift out certain issues, particularly as they relate to his
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understanding of the Christian life. He believed, in the first
place, that Christianity was both experiential and practical. By that he meant that no one could live up to God's
expectations unless he first was decisively converted. His
whole personal life before Aldersgate (the place of his conversion on M a y 24, 1738) was an intense effort to be holy
and to be obedient to God's will. It was not until the Moravians explained to him the nature of justification by faith
that he grasped that we are saved by grace and not by our
efforts nor by our good works. Yet he always insisted that
true faith working by love would be zealous of good works.
He did not feel it was enough to be saved from sin. The
Christian was called to obey the example of our Lord. One
needs only to read Wesley's discourses upon the Sermon
on the M o u n t (they comprise 13 of his 44 Standard
Sermons) to detect his insistence that we must be Christians in practice as well as in profession.
Wesley stressed both inward and outward righteousness. Holiness, or Christian perfection, consisted in a
" h e a r t purified by love" so that " t h e mind which was in
Christ Jesus" was also the inward rule of the Christian's
motives and attitudes. Wesley believed God's grace extended as far as the stain of sin had gone. If sin had defiled
the inward man, then G o d ' s grace could renew it in the
image of His righteousness. But a clean heart was only the
root of righteousness, the branches of outward righteousness consisted in the refraining from all evil and in the
doing good to all men as one had opportunity. Discipline
within the Methodist Societies was based upon the outward life for that was open to all men, whereas the state of
the heart was known only to God.
For Wesley, holiness of heart and life was instantaneous as well as progressive. Sanctification began at one's
conversion, for he was not only justified but also regenerated. Since he became a new creature in Christ Jesus
the old servitude to sin was broken, though its nature in the
heart still remained. Wesley felt that one grew in grace up
to a moment when God completely purified him from the
nature of sin. But since love was always capable of being
increased, even those who knew their hearts were purged
from all sin were to go forward in Christian development,
pursuing the "stature of the fullness of Christ." In the later
years of Wesley's ministry, he gave increasing importance
to the progressive aspects of sanctification. Yet he never
wavered in his conviction that the instantaneous was both
possible and necessary. He argued on the basis of Hebrews 12:14 that holiness was necessary to seeing God.
Nowhere in the Scripture did it teach that death made one
holy. Therefore, it was to be expected in this life before the
moment of death. It was his observation that those who by
faith sought after Christian perfection were the very ones
in which the progressive aspect of sanctification was most
obvious.
Wesley's balance between the instantaneous and the
progressive is clearly seen by one of his favorite definitions of holiness — obtaining " t h a t mind which was also in
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Christ Jesus." Such a Christ-centered standard naturally
demanded a progressive aspect to sanctification, even
though one might initially obtain it in an instant through
faith in Christ. Wesley spoke little about the "baptism of
the Spirit," and that usually in relation to the new birth. A
change in Wesleyan thought is discernable, however, in the
American camp meeting movement. Here the "baptism of
the Spirit" came to be applied to the "second work of
grace" thus opening the way for the rise of the modern
Pentecostal movement. The most serious consequence of
this shift from a Christ-centered definition of sanctification to a Spirit-centered one is that Wesley's balance
between the instantaneous and the progressive was upset
— the instantaneous tended to be emphasized and the progressive de-emphasized. Sanctification became experience
orientated and lost the ethical dimension that Wesley had
by using the life of Christ as his standard of holiness. The
Book of Acts had replaced the Gospels as the norm for the
Christian life.
Lastly, Wesley saw that the individual as well as the corporate aspect of God's salvation needed to be emphasized.
It is true that he stood for the religion of the heart. By that
he meant that one was not a true Christian by a mere accident of birth (in a so-called Christian nation), nor by a
sacrament (such as infant baptism), nor yet by good
morals and orthodox beliefs (as many nominal Churchgoers could boast). One needed to realize for himself his
guilt of sin and his helplessness in view of its power. He
had to trust alone in the merits of Christ's sacrifice as the
only cause of his justification. But he also knew that Christians must be bound together in the loving care/fellowship
of other believers if they were to progress in holiness. In
this respect, the Methodist Class Meeting was a providential blessing to Wesley's converts. Here was the care
and discipline that all Christians needed. Here they could
band together in deeds of charity and in onslaughts against
entrenched evils of their society. Wesley believed all holiness to be "social holiness." For him there were no Christians in isolation; if one loved the Lord, he loved the Lord's
children as well.
M a n y of us a p p r o a c h this W e s l e y a n - A n a b a p t i s t
dialogue with the conviction that the Brethren in Christ
Church has attempted to synthesize the Wesleyan understanding of salvation and the Anabaptist understanding of
the church. I see this, in general, as a helpful representation. What I have attempted to do in this response is twofold: 1) to show that Wesley had strong Free Church inclinations in spite of his ambiguous doctrine of the church,
and 2) to show some aspects of Wesley's view of salvation
that are not always as clearly understood as those who
follow in his steps may assume them to be. However we
may disagree about the relative merits of these traditions,
we are, I believe, united on one central conviction — that
prime mission in life is not to be followers of Wesley nor of
the Anabaptists, except as they enable us to be better followers of Jesus Christ.

Let us be grateful for the values of both traditions in the
Brethren in Christ heritage . . . both traditions were
eager to be biblical and speak to the church and world
of their day. As the Brethren in Christ of today, we must
do our part in building a life for those who follow us.
A response by Don Shafer

A B R O T H E R with depth and fervent feeling, from one
of the named traditions, once attempted to give me a sense
of direction by informing me that he hoped the Brethren in
Christ would come to the recognition that one cannot be
both Anabaptist and Wesleyan, theologically. By his
definition of terms, he may have been correct. My response was that, as a member of the Brethren in Christ, I
was not seeking to be either a Wesleyan, nor an Anabaptist but a Brethren in Christ. I don't think my response was
satisfactory to him, but it was for me. Therefore, my response is based on the assumption that the Brethren in
Christ have borrowed from both Wesleyan and Anabaptist lines of theology, tradition and practice and should
continue to understand that borrowing. In studying how
the Brethren in Christ borrowed, it is well to remember
that we have borrowed from dilutions of the Anabaptists
and Wesleyans that are described on these papers.
I hope to point to the papers with notations that are important to the Brethren in Christ with personal observations. I also want to indicate that I do not consider myself a scholarly theologian but a concerned churchman. I
tend to speak from a pragmatic viewpoint rather than an
academic stance. That may be helpful in understanding my
comments.
First, I want to note that both writers have lifed up
points of similarities and differences between Wesleyanism and Anabaptism which I believe indicates the validity
for the Brethren in Christ to continue their search for the
values from both traditions that may enrich our own heritage.
It is my impression that Layman limited the scope of his
evaluation in both time and grouping as contrasted with
Dyck who gives an overall evaluation. Both writers agree
that both traditions were concerned about a godly life,
church discipline and missions. I would gather from both
writers that Anabaptist leaders were more concerned
about a way of life and Wesleyan leaders gave more attention to doctrine. That could be reflected in Wesleyans staying more in harmony with the given culture and the Anabaptists finding themselves in tension with the culture in
which they developed.
Dyck helpfully pointed out that "Anabaptism arose in a
very different milieu," than Wesleyanism. He hinted that
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in spite of that historical and social difference, Anabaptism and Wesleyanism were different in that he guessed
Wesley would have been more prone toward philosophical
differences rather than activism. However, he does say that
both movements might be characterized as renewal rather
than reformational.
Both writers indicate how Wesleyans felt more at home
as citizens of this world, while the Anabaptists were
obviously considered and felt more alien to the world.
However, Layman does point out that Wesley was critical
of the rulers of his time, but was not as radical as the Anabaptists. Perhaps a key issue that both writers lifted up and
agreed upon was the attitude toward baptism. Layman
notes that the "Anabaptists thus set out to achieve the
original vision of the Reformers by organizing a church
composed solely of regenerate believers." So the writers
both convey that the Believers' Church concept comes as a
valuable contribution of the Anabaptists. As Layman
wrote about Wesley staying more with the organized
church, it seemed to me that Wesley's influence, while not
as radical as that of the Anabaptists, may have been more
accepted by more persons than was true of the more
radical Anabaptists. At least, it would appear, Methodism
had more influence than Anabaptism on the major church
movement.
I had the impression that both writers were saying that
Anabaptists and Wesleyans have a great deal in common.
I did note a couple of places where Dyck communicated
some strong divergencies, namely on the matter of authority, the nature of sin and the nature of the church. H e
clearly writes of these differences.
I found both writers stimulating and helpful to me on
seeing the similarities and differences of these two traditions.
Out of the reading of the papers, and my conceptions of
the Brethren in Christ, I would like to include in this
response a list of areas from the papers that the Brethren
in Christ might do well to examine in light of borrowing
from both of these traditions.
A.

Living the life of a Christian in a given culture.
Both writers reflect that Anabaptists and Wesleyans
were children of their times in spite of all the notes of
renewal. For example: Layman notes how the radical discipleship of the Anabaptists after 1600 was "reshaped,
subjectivised and internalized after the pattern of continental ' P i e t i s m . ' " And Dyck writes of Wesley retaining
"traditional sacramentalism, including infant baptism,
episcopacy and the nature of the church."
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It would be good for the Brethren in Christ to examine
how much we pick up f r o m the popular patterns of the day
and culture as over against the life of wholeness that both
Wesleyans and A n a b a p t i s t s searched for in the Scriptures. Are we diligently seeking a way of life that is biblical? Do we perceive the values of Christ as over against the
values of this world? I believe both the Anabaptists and
Wesleyan movements can remind us to continue our
search for the holy life and how we c o m m u n i c a t e that way
of life in our present culture.
B.

Relating Christian Experience to life and need.
L a y m a n lifts up the idea of discipleship in the first m a j o r
section of his paper. H e writes that " T h e controlling idea
defining the holy life a m o n g the early Anabaptists was that
of . . . discipleship to C h r i s t . " Dyck interestingly writes
that, " T h e central A n a b a p t i s t term was not discipleship, as
has often been assumed, but regeneration." However, as I
read both papers, the writers are in basic agreement on
stressing the elements of Christian experience and way of
life for Wesleyans and A n a b a p t i s t s . L a y m a n helpfully
writes that the Anabaptists took the Gospels as their point
of d e p a r t u r e and thus discipleship and the kingdom of God
are the central issues for the A n a b a p t i s t s . Dyck lifts up the
adult, m a t u r e process and obedience of the Anabaptist
experience as over against the justification, sanctification
and perfection that Wesley emphasized.
I believe the Brethren in Christ would do well to keep
these two views in balance. It was good to read of Wesley's understanding of perfection again as Dyck summarized it. And we would profit f r o m both traditions to
keep the Wesleyan emphasis on experience, as it centered
in his own Aldersgate experience and keep that balanced
with the m a t u r e process and obedience-oriented stance of
the Anabaptists. Neither writer dealt with the experience
of children or youth per se, but that is an area for us to
struggle with — the balance of the religious experience and
relating it to life.
C.
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The Meaning of Christian Love.
Wesley stresses the holy love that comes from God

transforming everything. Dyck highlights the Anabaptist
concept of love that " r e m a i n s a verb not a noun, is more
subjective than objective." It would be good for the Brethren in Christ to remember that love is both objective and
subjective and to keep a proper balance with concerns in
both understanding and practicing Christian love. S o m e
seem to be able to explain it better than practice it and
others can practice it better than explain it. Still others can
become unloving in both explaining or attempting to
practice it. These two traditions can help us in our expression of Christian love in relationships and service. It's the
balance to what Layman referred to as the "inward experience of G o d ' s g r a c e " and the " o u t w a r d application of that
grace to all h u m a n conduct and h u m a n relationships."
D.

Understanding the Nature of the Church.
Wesley could see the values of structure and tradition.
Both writers indicate how he tended to follow the patterns
or at least he simply acquiesced. T h e Anabaptists, as Dyck
points out, were more interested in the Believers' Church
and "consciously drew the lines between church and world
on ethical and faith c o m m i t m e n t g r o u n d s . " T h e Brethren
in Christ have struggled with both episcopacy and Congregationalism. W e would do well to learn from both of these
traditions and their strengths and weaknesses. For we are
now facing other streams a m o n g us that have overtones of
both Wesleyanism and A n a b a p t i s m . T h e neo-pentecostal
movement, charismatic emphasis, church renewal, church
growth, etc., are with us. Let us discern the values of order,
doctrine and brotherhood
to understand the meaning of
church for the Brethren in Christ. It just may be that we
borrowed enough of episcopal order to avoid the schisms
of Congregationalism. A n d perhaps we borrowed enough
of Anabaptist dependence on the gathered group to avoid
the authoritarianism of the episcopacy.
And in conclusion, let us be grateful for the values of
both traditions in the Brethren in Christ heritage. Both
emphasized a strong social consciousness. Both traditions
were eager to be biblical and speak to the church and
world of their day. As the Brethren in Christ of today, we
must do our part in building a life for those who follow us.

The Bible speaks of the flesh and the world as perils to
the Christian life. One could make the observation that
John Wesley was impressed with the peril of the flesh
and called for a radical death to it. The Anabaptists
saw the threat of the world and called for a radical
denial of it.
A response by John E. Zercher

M Y R E S P O N S E is not intended as a critique of the two
papers which have been so ably presented. From the perspective and background I bring to this dialogue I believe
that each has treated his subject objectively and fairly.
I will devote my response to highlighting several
emphases on which these two traditions share some commonality or have apparent divergence, and examine the
significance of these with particular concern for their relation to the Brethren in Christ.
One of the more obvious emphases held in common was
a mutual concern for holiness. It would not be entirely accurate to state that Wesley saw holiness as an experience
while the Anabaptists saw holiness as a way of life. But
there is a degree to which such a distinction has value. The
Wesleyan emphasis upon a crisis was in contrast to the
Anabaptist concern for obedience.
The Brethren in Christ have attempted to combine these
two truths. When this synthesis " w o r k s " it helps to keep
experience from becoming emotionalism and an end in
itself, and to keep obedience from becoming pharisaical
and legalistic.
Both traditions went beyond Luther's emphasis upon
"Justification by faith alone." Regeneration — a radical
transformation — rather than simply a forensic act on
God's part more nearly expresses what should happen in
conversion.
Although Wesley dates his conversion to a reading of
Luther's preface to his Commentary on Romans, he was
most critical of Luther's "faith alone" teaching. He
warned his followers against reading Luther's Commentary on Galatians.
The problem that the Anabaptists had with the Reformers' emphasis on justification is well known. Imputed
righteousness was insufficient. T h e Christian life
demanded a change of behavior — indeed an imparted
righteousness. The followers of Christ were to live as He
lived.
God's grace was more than mercy and forgiveness. It
was a creative act whereby God renews the divine image in
man. In both Wesleyanism and Anabaptism the desire for
Rev. John E. Zercher is editor of the Evangelical Visitor. He did his
college work at Messiah College and at Franklin and Marshall
College. He earned his seminary degree from Princeton
Theological Seminary. He is an ordained minister of the Brethren in
Christ Church, pastored for six years, and served as manager of
Evangel Press. He is an active churchman in the Brethren in Christ
Church, chairing and serving on numerous denominational boards
and committees.

Christian perfection and discipleship, respectively, took
them beyond justification to a degree that Luther did not
go.
Both traditions took the Scriptures seriously. Wesley
was more respectful of tradition and of reason than were
the Anabaptists. The Anabaptist gave more emphasis to
the Spirit. But both turned to the Scriptures as the basic
and final authority.
Now, few are the Christian leaders that have not based
their teaching and their actions upon Scripture. It is the
authority for doctrine, polity, and life style. But from this
same base have come diverse doctrines.
Thus, the hermeneutical question becomes an important one. " H o w readest thou?" is a legitimate question.
The Anabaptists, although not Marcionites, were captured
by the New Testament, and especially by the Synoptic
Gospels. The call to discipleship, as reflected in the teachings of Jesus, was taken in all seriousness. I suspect that
Luther's devotion to the Epistles — especially to R o m a n s
and Galatians — did not enhance these letters to those who
were fleeing for their lives from his followers.
Although John Wesley preached extensively from the
Gospels he turned to the Pauline and Johannine sources
for his doctrine of Christian Perfection. In A Plain
Account of Christian Perfection he quotes the synoptics 29
times, Paul's writings 74 times, and the Johannine writings 34 times.
I believe that this represents on the part of Wesley a
basic difference in hermeneutics and was partially responsible for the differing emphasis which he gave to the
common desire for holy living.
Both traditions were deeply concerned with discipline in
the church. The Anabaptists were concerned that the
visible church be composed of those who had experienced
regeneration. The Believers' Church rather than a parish
or state church was what brought them into conflict with
the powers — church and state. This concern that membership in the church be based on a responsible decision
was further supported by a caring for each other within the
brotherhood.
John Wesley knew the importance of discipline. H e had
his own method — the classes where the converted would
meet and share their needs and experiences. It was in these
class meetings that the early Wesleyans encouraged each
other in the pursuit and maintenance of holiness.
In both traditions the Christian did not make his
pilgrimage alone. He had his fellow Christian at his side —
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not only in a supportive role but in a caring, discipling role.
I suspect that discipline in the case of the Anabaptists was
more closely related to their doctrine of the church. For
Wesley it was more pragmatic.
There is one distinct difference between Wesley and the
Anabaptists in their understanding of holiness. It was
Wesley's teaching of a second crisis in the Christian's life
as crucial on the path to perfection. It would appear that
either the Anabaptists did not have the same understanding of man's sinful nature as did Wesley or else they saw
this sinful nature more adequately dealt with in conversion.
I believe that both of these alternatives are true. Wesley
was more Augustinian in his doctrine of sin. The Anabaptists were more optimistic in their view of man than was
Wesley. They were less optimistic about society.
While Wesley was more radical in his understanding of
what happens to man's sinful nature, the Anabaptists we're
more radical in how a life of holiness expressed itself in
living.
Now let me share what I believe these two traditions,
into which our roots as Brethren in Christ go deeply,
would say to us today.
Hermeneutics
I believe we need to examine our hermeneutical assumptions. How do we interpret Scripture? What is the place of
the Old Testament in relation to the Christian life, experience, society and the future? What becomes for us, the
"canon within the canon?" For Luther it was the Pauline
writings. For the Anabaptists it was the Synoptic Gospels.
For the charismatics it is the Acts. For the social activist it
is the Prophets.
In our interpretation of Scripture what is our final
authority? Do we interpret Christ through Paul or Paul
through Christ? I believe that one of the items on our
agenda should be an examination of our interpretation of
Scripture.
Conversion
If we are to be faithful to these two traditions we need to
take conversion more seriously. We are in danger of following Luther and Calvin rather than Wesley and the Anabaptists. The radical nature of conversion is basic to both
traditions.
I suspect, for example, that we have been sympathetic to
Child Evangelism without examining its basic doctrinal
presuppositions which are Reformed rather than Wesleyan or Anabaptist. Do we see children as "lost" at as
early an age as Child Evangelism does and do we accept
the doctrine of the "perseverance of the saints" as taught
in the Reformed (Calvinistic) tradition? Can we hold to the
radical nature of conversion as understood by Wesley and
the Anabaptists and still maintain the childhood conversions emphasis?
Justification
In the same vein we need to look at our emphasis upon
"justification by faith." A strong emphasis on "justification by faith" has two dangers.
The one danger is that we make justification synonomous with salvation. It becomes the identifying characteristic of the Christian faith. The doctrinal section of
the Manual of Doctrine and Government has two articles
which we could classify as salvation doctrines. They are
"Justification" and "Sanctification."
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No one from a biblical perspective would deny the place
of forgiveness (justification) in Christian experience. All
have sinned and are guilty. But forgiveness treats only one
aspect of the human problem. There are others. M a n is
dead; he needs to be born again. He is a rebel; he needs to
be reconciled. He is in bondage; he needs to be redeemed.
He is lost; he needs to be saved. All of these great truths
need to be emphasized. M a n ' s guilt is only one aspect of
his problem. We have drunk more deeply at Luther and
Augustine's fountain than we know.
Faith
The other danger relates to our understanding of faith.
For the Anabaptists, particularly, faith was more closely
related to obedience than to belief. We have followed the
Reformers in our understanding of faith. We use it far too
loosely in our preaching and our teaching. Biblical faith
calls for repentance and obedience. Faith is based on belief, but is not synonymous with it.
Discipline
We need to recover, or perhaps discover, discipline as a
means of grace. The term "discipline" has poor connotations for the Brethren in Christ. It sounds like legalism. It
has overtones of harshness. It is identified with a concern
for the image and purity of the church rather than the welfare of the brother.
If we are going to be faithful to these two traditions —
and, I believe, to the Scriptures — we will need to take discipline more seriously. Perhaps caring is a better word as
long as it is real and not sentimental. Parental discipline
has too long been identified with punishment while all the
time it is more closely related to love. And so is discipline
in the church.
Within both traditions members were responsible for
and to each other. It is not intended that a Christian makes
his pilgrimage alone. We are in this together. In too many
of our churches we live our own life and do our own thing.
As in the time of the Judges, each is "doing what is right in
his own eyes." This is neither Wesleyan, Anabaptist, nor
New Testament.
Culture
Our heritage from these two traditions should call us to
examine our relation to our culture — society and state.
The early Anabaptists had a very pessimistic view of the
world. There was a sort of dualism in their attitude. John
Wesley had a much more optimistic view of society.
Which of these views is the correct reading of Scripture? Our findings would affect our understanding of education, societal involvements, attitude towards governments. It would speak to parochial schools and involvement in politics. It would say something about our understanding of the church in the world.
Conclusion
The Bible speaks of the flesh and the world as perils to
the Christian life. In conclusion one could m a k e the
observation that John Wesley was impressed with the peril
of the flesh and called for a radical death to it. The Anabaptists saw the threat of the world and called for a radical
denial of it.
These two emphases, kept in balance and subject to the
plumbline of Scripture, can be strong supports for a
framework of doctrine and the building of Christian character.

I draw your attention to the fact that the Brethren in
Christ received their perfectionism from the nineteenth
century American Holiness Movement and not from
t h e p r i m a r y s o u r c e s of e i g h t e e n t h c e n t u r y
Wesleyanism. They also, for the most part, appear to
have received their Anabaptism from New World
sources.
A response by Carlton Wlttlinger

M Y B R I E F remarks will be principally observations
based upon my recent historical study of the introduction
of Wesleyan perfectionism into the Brethren in Christ
movement.
During their first one-hundred years, the Brethren
strongly emphasized regeneration which, they believed,
presupposed an initial sanctification. For them the transformation wrought by God's grace in the crisis of conversion was so far-reaching that a life of subjective spiritual fulfillment and ethical victory for believers was not
only possible but predictable. The regenerated person who
continued in submission to the will of God would enjoy
victory over sin; conversion which failed to produce a holy
life was spurious. As one of them wrote:
" W h e n we a r e justified then a r e we sanctified, for the two
necessarily go together, for if we a r e justified or born again
and d o not yield to the influence of the sanctifying power
our new life will be of short d u r a t i o n , for it is impossible to
r e m a i n in a justified state before G o d when we persistently
disobey His c o m m a n d s and the influence of t h e Holy
Spirit. But when we yield ourselves to the divine teachings
of the H o l y Spirit we do not only find it a continual work,
but also a deeper work of grace." 1

This high view of the conversion experience suggests
why many Brethren objected to sanctification as a "second
definite work of grace" when that teaching came among
them. They had long been accustomed to strong emphasis
upon holiness and holy living. Furthermore, many of them
could, I think, have made peace with the possibility of an
experiential crisis subsequent to conversion. They could
not, however, reconcile themselves to Wesleyan perfectionism because they perceived it as lowering the high
standard for regeneration. In order words, they believed
that the initial conversion experience included much that
the perfectionists advocated for the "second definite work
of grace."
Time does not permit me to speak further of the
perfectionist controversy which extended from the late
nineteenth century to General Conference endorsement of
the essence of a "second definite work of grace" in the
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the Ph.D. degree from the University of Pennsylvania. As
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1930's. I shall merely list what seem to me to be significant outcomes of the advance of perfectionism among the
Brethren.
(1) Through perfectionist-type experience numerous
Brethren found a sense of spiritual fulfillment which seemingly eluded them within the context of the historic Brethren doctrine of simultaneous regeneration and sanctification. Whether their sense of frustration was due to
inherent limitations of that doctrine or to ineffective teaching and demonstration of it, the perfectionist message
clearly spoke to some deep unmet need of many in the
brotherhood.
(2) T h e acceptance of perfectionism divided the
Brethren membership into two categories, the regenerated
and the sanctified, which fostered the impression of firstand second-class Christians. This distinction placed a
strain upon the historic Brethren faith with its strong emphasis upon brotherhood and with one level of expectation for the Christian life and church discipline. The result
was severe and prolonged controversy; failure of the
Brethren to work out a well-understood synthesis of perfectionism with their original evangelical-Anabaptist
heritage polarized the group. This polarization fostered
critical and judgmental attitudes at both ends of the
spectrum.
(3) The controversy referred to was complicated by the
confusion of teaching introduced into the Brethren movement by the impact of Wesleyanism. Those who espoused it
often differed to a greater or lesser degree in their teaching of it. Confused teaching produced confused experience; self-introspection caused many sincere persons to be
much in doubt about their standing before God. Revivalism and child evangelism played significant roles in producing the phenomenon of the "repeat convert." The injection of perfectionism into Brethren life added another
phenomenon — the "repeat perfectionist." And just as
some persons nurtured in the Brethren movement had
failed to find spiritual fulfillment through the historic doctrine of simultaneous regeneration and sanctification so
others failed to find such fulfillment through exposure to
perfectionism.
(4) Finally, perfectionism projected a m o n g the
Brethren an individualism posing a threat to their longstanding devotion to the brotherhood as a visible community through which they believed the Holy Spirit guided
each member in the unfolding of the holy life. If God
through the Holy Spirit perfected the believer's heart in a
"second definite work of grace," sanctification as a state of
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being could take precedence over sanctification as the perfecting of a holy life in the walk of obedience. A Canadian
leader saw this danger when he wrote in 1904:
" W e have come to the parting of the ways, in the history of
our church. In the last six years there has been much
breaking up of old ties, discarding of old customs, preaching new doctrines, throwing doors open to fanatics, and
firebrands, and reaping from their sowing a harvest of dissension, separation and sorrow. In the wildness of their
enthusiasm and their professed fulness of the spirit, many
have publicly derided and thrown away, as man made
expedients, those safeguards, and advisory rulings of Conference that were formerly obeyed without question. It is
needless to add that the above spirit is as contagious as
smallpox and about as disfiguring to those who catch it.
When individual experiences are exalted above the Word
of God, when an individual's feeling, or leading as they call
it, runs directly counter to the multitude of counselors it is

certainly not a part of safety, but of anarchy."2

Two developments subsequently tended to bring this individualism into check and to create a partial synthesis of
perfectionism with historic Brethren distinctives. One was
the institutionalization of the sanctification experience.
Perfectionist preachers developed systematic procedures
designed to guide "seekers" into the sanctified life.3 Such
procedures created structured situations providing some
measure of safeguard from the excesses of unbridled individualism. The second development was the use of perfectionist teaching to reinforce Brethren distinctives. Some
of the leading exponents of perfectionism strongly supported historic folkways such as plain dress and abstention from jewelry as either conditions for or fruits of
sanctification.
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In conclusion, I draw your attention to the fact that the
Brethren in Christ received their perfectionism from the
nineteenth-century American Holiness Movement and not
from the primary sources of eighteenth century Wesleyanism. They also, for the most part, appear to have received their Anabaptism from New World sources. It is
high time that we moved beyond the theological increment mediated to us by New World groups which were
only dim and distorted replicas of sixteenth-century Anabaptism on one hand and eighteenth-century Wesleyanism on the other. I suspect that if Conrad Grebel and John
Wesley were to return and look at their professed followers in a variety of present-day churches, both would
shake their heads. Grebel would likely say, " I am not an
Anabaptist," while Wesley would murmur, " I am not a
Wesleyan." As a historian, therefore, I welcome this
attempt to go back to primary sources in an effort to discern more clearly and intelligently points of continuity and
tension between these two principal facets of our eclectic
faith.

FOOTNOTES
1. John Reichard, "Sanctification," Evangelical Visitor, IV ( M a r c h 1,
1891), 66. The nineteenth-century Brethren did not place much stress
upon technical distinctions between justification and regeneration. N o t e
that the quotation uses " b o r n a g a i n " as a synonym for "justified."
2. Fred Elliot, "Bible Training School," Evangelical
(February 15, 1904), 4.

Visitor,
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3. John R. Zook codified such procedures in a little manual, A Guide
for Instructors to Instruct Penitents, Seekers of Holiness and Empowerment and Divine Healing (Des Moines, Iowa: Kenyon C o m p a n y , n.d.).

Church News
Anna Kettering arrived home January 2,
on furlough from her teaching post at
C h o m a Secondary School, Z a m b i a . T h e
second missionary f r o m the United Christian Church to be appointed by Brethren in
Christ Missions, A n n a first went to Africa
in 1951. S h e is one of t h e disciples
"profiled" in the N o v e m b e r / D e c e m b e r
1975 issue of therefore.

On J a n u a r y 22 Ira and Miriam Stern
(Cedar Heights, P A congregation) left for
Z a m b i a . There they pick up their churchplanting activities in Lusaka, as well as the
responsibilities of Field Secretary. Pete
and M i m are beginning their fifth term of
missionary service, first going to Africa in
July of 1952. They are also "profiled" in
the N o v e m b e r / D e c e m b e r 1975 therefore
(available f r o m the Missions Office, Box
149, Elizabethtown, P A 17022).
Three furloughing missionaries were
enrolled in the January term at Messiah
College. David Brubaker and Edith Miller
studied Missions Anthropology under Dr.
R o b e r t Hess, while Sharon Weisser
studied T h e Gospel According to Matthew
under Dr. M a r t i n Schrag.
Daniel Shenk arrived in Harrisburg
from Bulawayo on January 16. His parents
are J a c o b and Nancy Shenk, assigned to
the Ekuphileni Bible Institute Extension
Center in Rhodesia. Rhodesia has a program of National Service which involves
all male residents over age 18 (including
the sons of missionaries). For this reason,
Dan decided to return to the States before
reaching 18. H e plans to attend Messiah
College in the fall. The Rhodesian government is being apprised of the Bretnren in
Christ position of conscientious objection
to military service.

$82,200 grant from The Pew Memorial
Trust. T h e grant will make possible a
study of the vitality and durability of small
liberal art colleges.
Using the twelve Christian College Consortium colleges as test cases, the study
will diagnose the financial and program
strengths and weaknesses in liberal colleges of under 2,000 enrollment. Results of
the study will help Messiah College more
effectively allocate its resources for the
greatest institutional strength.
A special alumni study will be included
to determine the effectiveness of the college as perceived by alumni after two, five,
and ten years of post-college experience.
Messiah College was very active in the
establishment of the consortium five years
ago. President D. Ray Hostetter is serving
on the executive committee.
Continuing Education Courses
Messiah College has been making a
strong effort to provide a variety of courses
for adults within driving distance of the
campus. The college has also set up classes
in communities away from the campus.
Last year such Continuing Education
classes were conducted in Lancaster and
Millersburg, and C a m p Hill.
A Christian Writers Workshop is now
meeting each week in the Chambersburg
Brethren in Christ Church. Another class
studying the book of Romans started just
last week in the West Shore Baptist
Church near Harrisburg.
Continuing Education classes recently
begun on campus include: Introduction to
Personal Law, taught by an attorney;
Interpersonal Communication, taught by
Dr. Howard Landis of the college and Dr.
Bradford Strock, a medical doctor; and
Organic Gardening, taught by a school
principal.
Mr. Terry Stoudnour, Director of Continuing Education at Messiah College, welcomes suggestions for courses to be offered
in coming semesters.
Challenge Gift Offered
An anonymous alumnus of Messiah
College has pledged to match all alumni
contributions, dollar for dollar (up to
$70,000), when they exceed $50,000 for the
current college fiscal year ending on June
30.
The alumni fund reached the $50,000
plateau early in January. The goal is to
now raise an additional $70,000 so that the
grand total, including the matching gift,
will be $190,000.
Spiritual Life Speaker
Peter Letchford will lecture at Messiah
College from February 18 to 22, and will
serve as the speaker for Spiritual Life Emphasis from February 22 to 25.
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Study Small Colleges
T h e Christian College Consortium of
Washington, D.C., of which Messiah College is a member, recently received an

Allegheny
The Antrim congregation
recently
received a 9 acre tract of land f r o m a

family of the congregation. A special
building fund offering was received on
Sunday, Dec. 28. The goal of $6,000 was
exceeded by $4,500. Rev. Charles Rife is
the interim pastor.
The youth of the Big Valley congregation traveled to Bishop H e n r y A.
Ginder's home on Friday evening, Dec. 19.
They took with them a Christmas meal for
the Ginders. They also took along refreshments which were enjoyed by all. Their
pastor and wife, Rev. and M r s . John
Rosenberry, accompanied the young people.
Ira and Miriam Stern shared with the
W a y n e s b o r o congregation on S u n d a y
evening, J a n . 11. Tfie pastor is Rev. Virgil
N. Books.
An Open House fellowship was held
Nov. 8, in the Loysburg, Pa., Community
Hall, in honor of the 50th Wedding Anniversary of Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe Ebersole.
The fellowship was hosted by their two

daughters, Mrs. Betty H a m m a n and M r s .
Esther Kuhns. Rev. Ebersole was the first
pastor of the Saxton Brethren in Christ
Church. H e was also the first Brethren in
Christ pastor of the Shermans Valley
Church.
M r . and Mrs. Eber J. Hock celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 14, with a surprise open house.
Their children hosted the celebration.
M r . and Mrs. Charles Wenger were
honored by their children, Dennis, Beverly,
and Dale, on the occasion of their 25th
wedding anniversary, on Nov. 23, in the
Mt. Rock Brethren in Christ Church.

Atlantic
The Christian H o m e Builders' Class of
the Cross Roads congregation planned a
New Year's Eve service. Two films preceded a communion service. The pastor is
Rev. Allon B. Dourte.
Members of the Mt. Pleasant congregation made a tape for African missionaries
on Thanksgiving Sunday. Rev. Harry D.
Bert is the pastor.
The Tremont congregation installed
Rev. George Kipe as tneir pastor on Sunday morning, Dec. 21. Former pastor,
Rev. H o m e r Rissinger dedicated a new
piano which was donated to the church by
several families in honor of their loved
ones.

to page thirty
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Canadian
An analysis program was held by the
Stayner congregation on Dec. 4 and 5.
Bishop Roy Sider, John Arthur Brubaker,
and John Ebersole assisted with the program. The pastor is Rev. Harvey Sider.
During the month of February the
Wainfleet congregation will be holding
Share and Prayer Groups each Sunday
evening. These will be held in various
homes in preparation for revival services.
Rev. Roy Peterman is the pastor.

blankets for M C C relief on Dec. 21. T h e
theme of the skits presented was "Blanket,
blanket, who's got the blanket." Rev. Paul
Hess is the pastor.

deadline
APRIL

30,1976

See your Pastor or Youth
Leader for information
or write to:
CREATIVE ARTS CONTEST
P.O. Box 127
Nappanee, Ind. 46550

The structural relationship of M C C in
Canada, with its "grassroots" support, is
felt to be a strong factor in the trend toward greater Canadian participation.

Pacific
Bishop Philemon Khumalo was the
guest speaker for the Upland congregation
on Sunday morning, Dec. 7. The pastors
are Rev. Robert W. Hempy and Rev.
Glenn A. Ginder.

MCC

Central
T h e youth of the Christian Union congregation were in charge of the morning
service on Sunday, Feb. 1. John G r a h m ,
Sheriff of DeKalb County, was the guest
speaker for the morning service. Rev.
Marlin C. Ressler is the pastor.
The Christ's Crusaders of the Sippo
congregation purchased a new public address system for their church recently. The
pastors are Dr. Archie Penner and Rev. Eli
Hostetler.

Midwest
T h e Abilene congregation held an installation service on Sunday morning, Dec.
14, for their pastor, Rev. Henry Landis.
Bishop R. Donald Shafer was in charge of
the service. Rev. John Nevin, who served
as interim pastor will continue on the
pastoral staff.
Bishop R. Donald Shafer shared with
the Pleasant Hill congregation in a communion service on Sunday, Dec. 7. T h e
pastor is Rev. Ken Gingrich.
As part of their Christmas program, the
Zion congregation collected thirty-five
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Canadian Personnel
In M C C Increasing
An increasingly higher number of Mennonite Central Committee personnel are
Canadians, according to figures for 197475.
Of 701 workers in the field, 276 are Canadians, representing nearly 40 percent of
the total.
The trend toward greater Canadian participation in meeting personnel needs
began in 1972. In 1971, Canadian representation in the M C C personnel directory
was approximately proportionate to the
number of Mennonites and Brethren in
Christ constituents in Canada. In that
year, 22.4 percent of the total number of
M C C workers from North America in
service around the world were Canadians.
Canadians have also had a higher rate of
placements in 1974-75 than ever before. Of
the 301 persons placed, 130 or 43 percent
were Canadians. This is 38 persons more
than last year. The total increase in M C C
placements over last year is 48.
The proportion of applications to M C C
which are Canadian has remained constant, at 30 percent of the total.

Rev. and M r s . Samuel Lady and Numsa Ndlovu.

Visitor Brings Guest to Dinner
In December 1974, the V I S I T O R carried an article about the annual dinner the
Christ's Crusaders Class of the Locust
Grove, Pennsylvania Church gives for the
Seventy-plus Club. Just after C h r i s t m a s ,
Rev. Samuel Lady of Red Lion preached
at Locust Grove, and commented about
the article. Since he and his wife are the
only ones over seventy in their church, they
were among the nine guests invited to the
1975 dinner.
Miss N u m s a Ndlovu, d a u g h t e r of
Stephen Ndlovu of -Matopo M i s s i o n ,
Africa, is a member of the Christ's Crusaders Class and helped serve the dinner.
She is in nurses' training at the York
Hospital.
The Seventy-plus Club shared advise
with the youth. They also gave thanks for
good health, salvation, children in the
Lord's service and being alive. The four
couples' years of marriage totaled 201.

Is Bible Quizzing for You?
John

BIBLE

QUIZZING has been
around for a number of years. During
its existence questions have been
raised about its validity and value in
the local congregation. I must admit
that in the past I too raised serious
questions about whether Bible quizzing should be continued.
In the last several years I have been
more closely associated with Bible
Quizzing and am becoming more convinced that Bible Quizzing can and
should be an important part of our
ministry to youth.

Why Quiz?
The following are several reasons
why Bible quizzing can be a valuable
experience.
1. Quizzing involves youth in an
intensive study of the Bible. Too often
the Bible is studied by a hit or miss
method. Quizzing helps a young person focus upon one portion and enables greater understanding.
2. By focusing upon one particular
portion of Scripture for a length of
time the Spirit has opportunity to help
persons see the meaning of the passage in their everyday lives.
3. Quizzing
involves youth in a
small group. In this small group,
persons learn to know the strengths
and weaknesses of each other. They
learn to care for and support each
other. They learn to work together and
develop unity.
4. Through quizzing young people
learn how to handle stress. They are
placed in situations which demand
team cooperation. They learn the
necessity of reliance upon God and
each other.
5. Teens are forced to evaluate competition
and what is a
Christian
response. One quizzer recently gave a
testimony about how the Lord really
helped him understand the Christian
and competition. He stated that he
learned that God wants us to do our
best — not to win. He gave testimony

John Ebersole
denomination's

is the Associate Director of the
Board of Christian
Education.

Ebersole

to the fact that the Lord helped him to
love the team he was competing
against. He was even able to pray for
members of the opposing team that
they would be able to do their best and
give the correct answer.
6. Young people learn to know
young people from other
congregations and
denominations.
7. The Bible speaks much of discipling each other. It also speaks of
the importance of younger people seeing older people as models. Quizzing
gives an opportunity for the coach to
live and work with young people in a
close relationship. Through this relationship spiritual growth and development can occur.
Dangers in Quizzing
All good things can also be abused.
Quizzing is no expection. The following are some concerns and cautions in
regard to quizzing.
1. Quizzing
can alienate
nonquizzers and develop cliques in the
youth group. Not everyone will enjoy
quizzing or have the ability to quiz.
Congregations must be careful that
quizzing does not monopolize the congregation's ministry to youth.
2. Bible quizzing may foster
an
unhealthy,
competitive
spirit where
the goal is to win at all costs. Critical
attitudes can develop toward judges
and other teams.
3. Young people may learn the
content of the Bible and memorize it
but not see its relationship to their
lives.
How to Start a Quiz Team
1. The coach plays an
important
part in making Bible quizzing a
valuable experience. The coach helps
build enthusiasm, directs the Bible
study, builds group unity, plans the
schedule for study, etc. Choose a
coach that is convinced of the importance of Bible quizzing and is willing to give the time and effort that
Bible quiz demands.
2. Send for a copy of the rules and
samples of the kinds of questions
asked.

3. Introduce Bible Quizzing to your
Youth. This could be done in a youth
meeting, in a Sunday evening service,
during a retreat, or during a social. To
give the youth a chance to see what
quizzing is all about — you could have
a quiz based on nursery rhymes. Ask
questions such as, " M a r y had a little
what?" (lamb). Quiz according to
Bible Quiz rules. This will help your
youth see how exciting Bible Quiz can
be. Another idea would be to ask a
quiz team from another church to hold
a sample quiz and talk about Bible
Quizzing.
4. Invite those interested in Bible
Quizzing
to meet together in the
coach's home. Talk about Bible Quiz.
Answer any questions the young people may have. Give them an idea of
what Bible Quiz will demand upon
them — time, study, commitment, etc.
5. Decide together when the best
time is to meet for practice.
6. Allow all persons who are interested to participate.
If you have
more than 10, you may want to make
two teams.
7. Write for information about how
to study for Quizzing.
Resources and Other Ideas
1. Q u i z S p e c i a l t i e s has s t u d y
materials and practice questions available on Matthew. For information
write to Quiz Specialties, Box 527,
Kansas City, Missouri 64141.
2. Veteran Bible Quiz coaches are a
r e s o u r c e f o r new quiz c o a c h e s .
Veteran coaches can give information
about the responsibilities of a coach
and strategies for Bible Quiz. Write
for a list of persons who were quiz
coaches in 1975.
1976 Quiz Information
The portion of Scripture for Bible
Q u i z in 1976 is the G o s p e l of
Matthew. The General Conference
Bible Quiz Finals will be held at
General Conference,"July 3-8, 1976 on
the campus of Azusa Pacific College,
Azusa, California. Rev. Roger Witter
is the Quizmaster for 1976. For more
information write to him at R. 2,
Chambersburg, PA 17201.
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Editorial
Good News
S E V E R A L M O N T H S ago on a Sunday morning, our
family traveled to Indianapolis to visit our son who is in
school there. W e left home in time to arrive in the city for
Sunday morning worship.
W e went to the church which our son attends on the
city's west side. It is a relatively new church in a developing middle class community. It is a congregation of a small
evangelical denomination, closely related to the Brethren
in Christ. T h e pastor is capable and committed. This new
congregation is growing.
I was impressed with a number of things about our
experience that morning. The congregation was obviously
doing many things right — as a spiritual, alert, and caring
congregation does. We were warmly welcomed. The
worship service was both well planned and yet had spontaneity. People were involved. The music was good. The
preaching warm, biblical, and articulate.
Two things particularly impressed me. I was impressed
with the prominence given to the denomination with which
the congregation is affiliated. The congregation bears the
denomination's name. The program which was promoted
was the denomination's program. One of the denomination's leaders had just had a serious illness. This was
called to the attention of the congregation. It was obvious
that in a new community they made no effort to hide their
denominational identity, although the denomination
would not be well-known.
I was also impressed with the morning message. The
message was clearly on one of the distinctive doctrines, if
not the distinctive doctrine of the denomination. This
doctrine was well supported by Scripture and church history, past and recent. It was articulated clearly, biblically,
sanely, and unapologetically. The fact that this truth is
distinctive to a small group of denominations within the
Christian church was not emphasized. The emphasis was
upon its biblical roots. It was proclaimed as good news. (I
assume that it is good news that God can do more about
sin than forgive it.) Now, I doubt if he preaches on this distinctive doctrine every Sunday, but it was clear that he
preached on it occasionally and I suspect that this truth
affects to a lesser or greater extent all his preaching, teaching and counselling.
The morale of that congregation appeared very good.
They seemed enthusiastic. They were not intimidated by
the small size of their denomination. The pastor was committed to the doctrinal position of his denomination. He
was not defensive in his preaching nor apologetic in his
presentation. It was biblical truth like unto other biblical
truth and he proclaimed it as such.
I have been a pastor long enough and have moved in a
sufficiently wide circle to know the temptation that comes

when one is identified with a small denomination. T h e
temptation is intensified when the denomination holds doctrines which are described as distinctive, meaning that not
all of Christendom shares in them.
But I took courage from my recent visit. If my denomination is committed to truth which is biblical, although a
truth not universally held; and if I share this commitment
then I should neither be defensive nor apologetic for either
the truth nor the denomination.
The Wesleyan-Anabaptist dialogue which is included as
an insert to this issue points out the rich doctrinal heritage
which the Brethren in Christ have been given. The
marriage of these two traditions is both compatible and
complementary. Their mutual concern for holiness is one
of the elements of compatibility. Their distinctive contribution to the quest — the experience and the life — results
in their being complementary.
Both are firmly rooted in the Bible. The return to the
Bible as the basis for all of life and doctrine was the watch
word of the Swiss Brethren. John Wesley desired to be
known as a man of one book. The two traditions assist in
maintaining healthy tension between the inner life of
experience and the outward expression of obedient living.
Both remind us that Christian commitment is serious business but it brings peace and joy at the center.
This theological marriage reminds us that perfect love
and suffering love are worthy attempts to express the biblical meaning of our love towards God and our love towards men. The two traditions remind us that it is important that we keep in mind the peril to the Christian life
which exists within the human heart (self and pride) as well
as the peril which exists without (love of the world).
It is of more than passing interest that both traditions
arose and flourished in turbulent times. The Europe of the
Middle Ages was falling apart at the time Anabaptism
came on the scene. The moral and spiritual decadence of
England to which the Wesleyan revival ministered is well
known.
The parallel between the conditions then and the conditions now is too apparent to call for documenting. T h e
present moral crisis calls for a message that changes persons at the center. The deterioration of social and political
order calls for a renewed emphasis upon the church as a
community that transcends culture and time, and is the
primary channel of God's work in the world.
I just happen to believe that to the Brethren in Christ
has been entrusted some exceptionally good news which is
exceptionally relevant. Let us neither be defensive nor
apologetic in the proclamation of it; neither arrogant
nor hesitant in our witness to it.
Z

